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I H B ' ^ • " N l M n T U l L . i i Australia's future development 
relies on the youth of today and their ability to "strike oil" whatever their 
field of endeavour. Success in the scientific or commercial fields today can 
rarely be achieved without a sound educational background. As this is not 
normally within the reach of all. Shell offers assistance in the form of 
scholarships to students at all stages from a secondary school standard to 
post-graduate university level. Moreover Shell is helping thousands of 
students to learn the fascinating story of oil through the Shell Class Kit 
of Oil Industry Teaching Aids. In addition, cultural pursuits are encouraged 
by the offering of substantial monetary prizes in various fields — the 
£1,000 Shell Aria at the Australian National Eisteddfod in Canberra being 
a noteworthy example. These scholarships and awards are but a part of 
the Shell Group's contribution to the prosperity and development of our 
vital young nation. Among the many Shell scholarships awarded throughout 
Australia each year are: 

40 scholarships and bursaries to students of intermediate and leaving 
standard in all States. 8 University scholarships in Arts, Commerce, 
Economics, Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering or Science 
(to matriculation students). 16 University Exhibitions to undergraduates 
in various courses. 2 post-graduate scholarships in Applied Science and 
3 in Arts, tenable at Oxford, Cambridge or London Universities. 
MEMO TO STUDENTS AND PARENTS: Details of the above scholarships and 
awards can be obtained by contacting the Sliell Company in your nearest capital city. 
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Comment: 

£250 WiU Make an Honest Woman 
of Us—An Appeal to the C.L.F. 

AS this issue goes to the printers we have 
learnt, unofficially (Nation, June 3rd), 

that Westerly's claim for a subsidy from the 
Commonwealth Literary Fund has been re
jected. 

What is so irritating about the decision 
is that the Advisory Board of the C.L.F., 
which is made up of literary advisers and 
which investigated our claims, recommend
ed that Westerly, along with Australian 
Letters, Quadrant and Overland should re
ceive a yearly subsidy of £250, but the 
three Ms. P. who comprise the C.L.F. proper 
—Messrs. Menzies, Roberton and Calwell— 
rejected the Advisory Board's recommenda
tion on Westerly and Overland (the latter on 
political grounds), extending the subsidy only 
to Australian Letters and Quadrant. (Two 
other magazines, Meanjin and Southerly al
ready receive a subsidy of £1,000 a year). 

The grounds given for rejecting Westerly's 
application are amazingly illogical and rep
resent not so much "reasons" as an attitude 
of indifference: according to the report "it 
was then decided not to subsidise Westerly 
which, apart from being an undergraduate 
magazine, is not strictly a quarterly (it pro
duces only three issues a year)." Now this 
is a partly accurate description of Westerly 
but neither of these two points has any bear
ing on its merits as a literary magazine and 
the claims it has on the Fund's support. There 
may be a ground for giving it a smaller pro
portional grant than the quarterlies, but 
there is no reason for denying assistance al
together. After all, the (Fund subsidises 
Southerly so generously, yet that magazine 
failed to bring out even one issue last year. 
Furthermore, if a subsidy were given to 
Westerly, the Editorial Committee would 
certainly consider converting it into a quart
erly. 

The second reason given; that Westerly is 
an undergraduate magazine, has even less 
sense to it. Only in that it is organized and fin
anced (to the tune of £200-250 a year) by the 
Arts Union of the University of Western 
Australia, it is an undergraduate magazine. 
The fact that students have to pay for the 
only literary magazine in this state, and that 
they cannot support as large a one as they 
would like to, is an argument for, rather than 
against, Westerly receiving a grant. Less 
than a third of its total circulation is among 
undergraduates. 

What's more, a glance at the contributors 
in this or in any other issue, reveals a list of 
names which it would be impertinent to class 
as undergraduate: in this Westerly the ap
pearance of Mary Durack, Randolph Stow, 
Dr. Taft, Peter Cowan, John Meredith ought 
to give an indication of the scope and stan
dard which we attempt to attain, on very 
limited means. If it was felt that the C.I,.F. 
would have to finance comparable under
graduate literary periodicals if it aided Wes
terly, the answer is that there are no such 
comparable magazines (Westerly was the 
only undergraduate magazine recommended 
by the Board), and if there were they would 
certainly merit a subsidy. We suggest that if 
the C.L.F. Parliamentarians want to under
stand in what way Westerly is "undergrad
uate" they either read the magazine or else 
allow themselves to be guided by the advice 
of the Board. 

It seems an outrageous abuse of the Fund's 
purpose, which is to encourage Australian 
Literature, that it should discourage Western 
Australia's contribution. After all, Westerly 
is rather different from M.U.M. (Melbourne 
University Magazine) which Mr. Menzies 
edited over forty years ago. 
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Raw Material 

Randolph Stow 

Some ideas for a new, epic art in an Australian setting. 

AS I remember, what the editors of Westerly 
suggested I should vmte in this page or 

two was a personal account of the problems 
one meets with in attempting to turn the 
Australian environment into literature. I was 
in England at that stage, and after listening 
many times to questions hke: "What sort of 
climate has Australia?" the Australian en
vironment was beginning to seem a pretty 
neat little entity, that one competent novelist 
might dispose of for ever, if the painters 
hadn't done so already. 

But when one thinks about it from closer 
at hand, "environment" as the artist meets 
it is almost too complex a thing to be written 
about at all. The boundary between an in
dividual and his environment is not his skin. 
It is the point where mind verges on the 
pure essence of him, that unchanging ob
server that for want of a better term we 
must call the soul. The external factors, 
geographical and sociological, are so mingled 
with his ways of seeing and states of mind 
that he may find it impossible to say what 
he means by his environment, except in the 
most personal and introspective terms. In a 
work of art, these are the terms the artist 
will use. But in a straight essay, he may 
run into difficulties. 

RANDOLPH STOW ha.s piiblished three novels and a book of 
poetry. Act One. His third novel, To The Islands, won the 
1958 Miles Franklin Award and the Australian Book Fair 
Award. Act One was awarded the Australian Literature 
Society Award for the best volume of poetry by an Australian 

published during 1957. 

Still, there is undoubtedly an Australian 
environment "out there", outside one's anno
tating psyche. And there are a number of 
acute and sensitive students of it (Sydney 
Baker, Russel Ward, J. D. Pringle, Robin 
Boyd, to name four) whose work is appear
ing in print. There is no need for me to 
summarize their conclusions. We know about 
our democratic temperament, our love of 
sport, our depressing tolerance, and even 
worship, of the second-rate. We also know 
about our beaches (will they ever stop tell
ing us about our beaches?) and we know 
that most of us live in the capital cities. 
This is what a sociologist means by "The 
Australian Environment". 

Admiring and enjoying this sort of an
thropological study as I do, when I try to 
relate it to the work of a writer I have to admit 
that it is almost irrelevant. A poet may find 
in it the inspiration for a poem or two, a 
novelist might get an idea for a chapter, 
or a couple of characters. But this abstract 
"Environment" is really nobody's environ
ment. It has no observer. It is like Ronald 
Knox's tree when there's no-one about in the 
Quad. And I can't believe that a writer with 
any sort of self-awareness would be able to 
say of it: "This is my raw material." 

This ought to be obvious. But it seems 
it's not, if one can judge by some of the 
exhortations directed at Australian writers. 
To say to a writer: "Why don't you write 
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about the washing-machine industry?" or: 
"By neglecting the cities, you are ignoring 
seventy per cent, of the population" is to 
equate art with sociology and journalism. 

The environment of a writer is as much 
inside him as in what he observes; and if, 
from a stern sense of duty, he sets out to 
re-create the environments of a number of 
others from purely external data he is likely 
to come to grief. He may, if he is a near-
genius, feel himself into those environments 
(or, more accurately, incorporate them in his 
own) so completely that they become his for 
the time being: but this rarely happens, and 
that is the weakness of social realism. It is 
also the temptation to which Australian 
novelists, with so much land to play around 
in, are most liable, and when they succumb 
the results show in the characters—"charac
ter" being a part of environment in this 
sense. Where the characters are flat and 
the author seems bored, we can be pretty 
sure he has moved out of his territory. But 
when the author triumphantly succeeds in 
creating a character which makes his best 
friends wonder if they have ever known him 
—when Shakespeare, for instance, creates a 
Timon, or Milton a Satan, or Emily Bronte 
a Heathcliff—we can be equally sure that his 
environment is a much broader and stranger 
territory than even best friends could guess at. 

I conclude, therefore, that no creative 
artist in this country can talk about "the 
Australian environment" in relation to his 
work, and imagine that he has made any
thing but the most superficial statement 
about it. It must be "my environment" 
always, or at most "my environment here 
in Australia". There is a feehng of Australia 
in the landscapes of Drysdale and Nolan, but 
essentially they are mindscapes of the artists. 
And from there, Albert Tucker has found it 
a short step to the moon. 

The feehng, the sense, what a Spaniard 
would call the sentimiento of Australia: the 
external forms filtered back through the con

scious and unconscious mind; that is what 
these artists convey, and what I would hope 
to convey if I were capable of executing all 
I can conceive. In that sense, the world out 
there is raw material. But only part of it 
—all the rest is mind. 

« * » # 

So—one is obliged to introspect. 

There are two sensations, above all, that 
the land offers me; the sense of size, and 
the sense of the past. 

Size is obvious. It is a huge country, how
ever often the journalists may say so, and the 
distances are vast. But size itself is a com
plex of feelings. When one is alone with it, 
one feels in one way very small, in another 
gigantic. One expects something. One is a 
little like Adam, perhaps. In the cities, per
sonality is fenced in by the personalities of 
others. But alone in the bush, with maybe 
a single crow (and that sound on a still day 
widens the world by half) a phrase like 
"liberation of the spirit" may begin to sound 
meaningful. 

The sense of the past is linked with this 
vastness. It is a country in which one can 
be aware of a tremendous range of time. 
It is very easy to feel—even to "remember" 
—the period when there was no animal life 
on earth. And on the hottest days, in the 
most desolate places, it is possible to know, 
almost kinetically, the endurance of things. 

There is too, and naturally in a country 
that has been changed so rapidly by man in 
so few years, a sense of human history, and 
in a way that short history is a precis of the 
whole career of man. I feel this strongly, 
and find it an advantage to have been born 
of two pioneer families, one of a city and 
one of the bush, which often reminisced and 
sometimes wrote their reminiscences down. 
Those men who fought natives and planted 
orchards and built homesteads and churches 
might have been the ancestors of the human 
race, not only of Australia. They were the 
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archetypal settlers St. John Perse invokes in 
Anabase: 

Followers of trails, of seasons, breakers of 
camp in the small wind of the dawn; O 
seekers of waterholes over the bark of the 
world; O seekers, O finders of reasons to 
be up and be gone 

So that what, in the end, I see in Australia 
(so far only in the bush, but that need not 
be the end of it) is an enormous symbol: 
a symbol for the whole earth, at all times, 
both before and during the history of man. 
And because of its bareness, its absolute sim
plicity, a truer and broader symbol of the 
human environment than, I believe, any 
European writer could create from the com
plex material of Europe. 

What it means, every observer will inter
pret for himself, and interpret differently at 
different times and in different places. In its 

skeletal passivity it will haunt and it will 
endure. 

a ts it « 

I am conscious of gaping cracks in this 
attempt to relate "my environment" to some 
theoretical Australian literature. It is full of 
bias (against social realism, for instance, 
when it is no more than that) and probably 
useless to anyone but myself. But there is 
a concept behind it: the concept of a litera
ture based on figures in a landscape, more 
naked and disturbing than a Border ballad 
or a Spanish romance, in which eternal 
things are observed with, always, the eyes 
of the newborn. 

This will spring partly from the outward, 
measurable environment. But, for the rest— 

"J'habiterai mon nom . . . ." 
"I will live in my name," says St. John Perse's 
Stranger among the sands. It is inevitable. 

For 

ACADEMIC GOWNS, 
UNIFORMS, 
and, in fact A L L C L O T H I N G made 

satisfactorily to your o^¥n requirements 

call at . . . 
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FUm 
Peter Cowan 

MR. JONES whistled in the bathroom, a 
rather mournful note, but, he felt, tune

ful, even if it did not rise much above the 
sound of the electric razor. 

As he went across to the breakfast table 
he heard his wife in the kitchen, and he knew 
the words she would presently say. As he ate 
he waited for them. She did not have break
fast, but with her in the kitchen it was not 
like eating alone. 

"Your dinner will be in the oven," she 
said, and he heard the toaster click as she 
opened it. "It will keep hot. I'll be late 
tonight. It's my club evening, you know." 

"Yes," he said. 
He finished the toast, and drank his coffee, 

the half cup he always kept until last. He 
rose from the table and went back to the 
bathroom. In the mirror he saw his thinning 
black hair, the comb moving easily to flatten 
it across his white scalp. He peered at it as 
if with sudden care, and then at his face as 
though to inspect the thoroughness of his 
shave. 

As he walked towards the door his wife 
came into the hall, and for a moment was 
standing close to him in a routine that held 
them both, save that this morning her face 
did not lift to his, for her skin was shiny 
with cream that she would, he supposed, 
leave on all the morning. Their eyes met 
though he did not see her, he had not looked 
at her for years, their glance and smile en
cased in habit. 

He walked down the road to the bus stop, 
his pace quicker in the thin morning sunlight 
so that he arrived ahead of at least two of his 
neighbours, which they noticed and remarked 
upon, their laughter mingling as the squeal 
of the bus brakes killed all other sound. 

In the office his desk held the files, the 
cards, the proposal forms, the renewal re

minders, which filled the day in a comfort
able and undemanding routine. It was a 
routine which he no longer questioned, 
though this morning he looked more fre
quently at the large plain office clock, and 
at times towards the window that gave onto 
the small alleyway and the blank walls of 
another building, grey with a thin grime. 
During the day an angle of sunlight edged 
down the wall, to withdraw imperceptibly 
in the afternoon so that he was not aware 
of its going. 

At ten to five he began to tidy his desk, 
and the man opposite said: 

"Looks bad—you're not heading for a night 
out?" 

"Not me." Mr. Jones smiled. It was a 
joke they exchanged with one another, 
familiar, comfortable, like the work contained 
in the folders and files, the wide impersonal 
room itself, the desks where they had sat 
separated by the same few feet of aisle 
through the greater part of their lives. The 
few years of war had made a minor gulf like 
some extension of the aisle, but even that 
seemed now to have shrunk till it might not 
have existed. And when they left those desks, 
as he rose now from his own, the clock almost 
on the hour, they were unknown to one an
other. 

The elevator lifted him swiftly to the 
higher floor. In the mirror of the office toilet 
he again combed his hair, the light from the 
windows of the west wall reflected from the 
white tiles and the glass itself so that the very 
pores of his skin seemed magnified in the 
mirror, and the thin stubble of his beard was 
apparent; in his mind the echo of an advertis
ing slogan rang. 

In the street he walked quickly, the 
crowds thickening, beginning to jostle in the 
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narrow arcades and to pack the crosswalks 
and intersections. 

At the entrance to an arcade dominated 
by a cinema, the coloured signs had begun 
to emerge from the dying afternoon light, he 
looked at them briefly as he went towards 
the small glass cubicle. With his thin purple 
coloured ticket in his fingers he climbed the 
stairs into the ostentation of the foyer and 
then a briefer flight of carpeted stairs that 
led to the lounge. His purple ticket was torn 
in two by the purple-robed girl, and to the 
quiet music he found himself a seat on the 
aisle, accepting comfort gratefully, looking 
cursorily at the garish advertising signs upon 
the screen. 

Then the music died, the signs were for
gotten, and in the darkness the figures began 
to move, to gain compulsion and significance, 
and their movement and the pattern they 
wove held a strange compelling validity; like 
those smaller ciphers whose reality they were, 
they sought and found one another, moving 
in their enlarged world, and there was the 
birth of love, the knowledge of beauty, and 
its promise, until, in an inevitable but un
expected progression that brought cipher and 
shadow unexpectedly to like size, fear and 
darkness grew to bring destruction, the era
sure of love, and the sudden resisted magni
fication of death. 

Those who walked down the steps did not 
look at one another, they had been perhaps 
deluded, denied assurance. In the streets that 
were now brightly lit they dispersed quietly. 

Mr. Jones walked slowly. The evening 
crowds had not begun to enter the city, 
though people passed endlessly upon the 
pavement. He looked at them, and it was 
as if he sought someone, familiarity and 
routine, the security of acceptance, dissolved 
in the darkness which he had just left, as if 
in those faces beneath the lights and coloured 
night signs the haunting beauty of the girl 
who had in that other darkness died, might 
have been recreated. 

He walked out of the main city blocks, 
and he could feel the faint wind blowing in 
from the river. The pavements became less 
light and fewer people passed him. He 
walked without particular direction. He 
could not go home, it was as if all that he 
had known was rendered unendurable, cast 
by those shadows upon the screen into a 
relief he could not accept. He went towards 
the darkness of the river bank and of the 
water. The street lights were gone, the night 
signs glowed and were lost upon the dark 
surface. He looked at them as he walked 
slowly, they were like the screen upon which 
those other colours had lived. 

He could hear the traffic on the thi-ough 
road behind him. Near a small jetty that 
had private lavmches moored about it he 
looked at the water that was dark and still, 
deep here, he thought, and as always such 
water reminded him that he could not swim, 
that somehow he had never learned, it was a 
thing of which he was vaguely ashamed. 

At first the woman standing on the wooden 
kerbing a little to the other side of the jetty 
seemed like a part of the shadow of one of 
the old palms that had ben planted irregu
larly along the bank. She had her back to 
him. As he walked towards her he saw that 
she wore a dark coat, the collar turned high 
so that it cloaked part of her head and face. 
It was drawn in at the waist and about her 
hips, and then it might have merged with the 
deeper shadow of the ground so that she 
seemed to rise strangely from the darkness. 

For a moment his steps slowed, and it was 
as if those other shadows which still held his 
mind had taken sudden shape, one, the girl, 
materialised as though recreated upon this 
present screen of the dark water. The woman 
turned slightly, as if she heard him, and he 
knew that he must walk past along the dark 
embankment, the night signs quivering upon 
the water. But she did not move and he 
heard his own voice as if he had not chosen 
the words: 
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"It's very still—the water—you can read 
the advertising signs. . . ." 

"Yes." Her voice held no expression. "Like 
this—very beautiful, isn't it." 

He could not see her face clearly. He no 
longer knew what to say. 

"I often come here," she said. 
If he could find no words she would go. 

He said: "It is quiet—even with the traffic 
so close—somehow." 

"There are no people." 
"No. It's almost not part of the city." 
She said: "I walk along to the bridge and 

back—it is like something quite different at 
night." 

He began to walk beside her, seeing the 
arc of light across the dark water where the 
roads converged and the lines of the street 
lamps. She walked unhurriedly, he could not 
see her face which the collar of her coat hid, 
only the line of her forehead, and her hair 
which was dark, almost as if undivided from 
the material of her coat. 

She said: "Do you come here often?" 
"No," he said. "I " he did not know 

if he could explain, and yet beyond all things 
it was important that she should understand. 
"I—went to see a film. It was an—unusual 
one. When I came out I—well, I was just 
walking about.' 

It was lame enough, he realised, and yet 
he could explain no further. But she said: 

"I know how one can do that." 
"You do?" And then he knew that of 

course she would not have been here other
wise. And that she would not have spoken 
to him. 

"Oh yes. Once I spent a lot of my time 
like that." She laughed quickly. "Living 
vicariously. But if you go often enough the 
magic wears off, I'm afraid." 

'Terhaps," he said. "But it was not quite 
that. I—I don't know—I just couldn't face 
things afterwards. I just had to walk about 
a bit." 

He felt ashamed of the words that it 

seemed she had in some way forced him 
into, as if he had no alternative but to find 
them. 

"I know." 
"I don't go very often. But I suppose I 

do go regularly. Every three weeks." 
"A special night." 
"Something like that." 
They were near the bridge, the traffic lanes 

closer to them, the cars' headlights becoming 
lost in the clearer illumination. She had 
turned, looking towards the other shore, and 
he saw the coloured signs elongated into the 
darkness. 

"I'm always meaning to go across," she said. 
"But I never seem to get further than this." 

"I didn't expect to come here, really," he 
said. "It's strange—to meet someone else." 

"You work in town?" 
"Yes. Insurance. On the inside staff." 
"I'm a schoolteacher," she said. "I have 

quite a nice room. I'm not poor." She 
laughed in the same quick way that had made 
him feel she was, despite her apparent assur
ance, perhaps nervous. "Yet I come here." 

It was as if she no longer spoke to him, 
repeating something for herself that it might 
have meaning. He was a little uneasy, he 
did not know much about schoolteachers save 
that he had always thought of them as beings 
whose weaknesses were of a more obvious 
nature. But as she stood, her back now to
wards him, the dark coat shaped about her 
body, the collar turned high, she was out
lined sharply against the reflections that flick
ered in colours across the water, herself upon 
a screen, and he could have touched her, 
turning her towards him, erasing the words 
that it seemed held them from one another. 
He had a moment of certainty that he had 
only to step towards her, touching her arms 
that she held loosely at her sides. Then, as 
if she had knoNvn, she turned, and the Hght 
from the bridge and the traffic lanes was 
clear upon her face that was framed as if 
in emphasis by the dark collar of her coat. 
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Mr. Jones saw that she was not young. 
She might have been his own age, she might 
have been the age of his wife, he thought 
suddenly, as if he was abruptly reminded. 
She wore no makeup, and before her gaze 
he looked away. The outline of the build
ings rose sharply from behind the through 
road and the traffic lanes, curving about the 
blackness of the river. He wished she would 
speak, not watch him without expression as 
he made a pretence of looking at the traffic. 

"We'd best walk back," she said slowly. 
He turned without speaking. The even

ing traffic was merging into lines of Ught 
that converged upon the city, its sound con
stant upon the road behind them as they 
walked. 

She said: "And you enjoyed your film?" 
"Yes. Yes. It—was unusual. Clever, 

though. It made you think." 
"That would be unusual for a film." 
He echoed her faint laugh. 
"It was very moving," he said, as if in 

justification and defense of the shadowed 

world he had shared and that, now, it seemed 
she had somehow denied. 

"Perhaps I should see it," she said. "Though 
—I don't know." 

She did not ask him the name of the film, 
and he did not offer it. Beyond the narrow 
verge of grass he could see the crosswalk. 
He said: 

"I'll have to get my bus along there." 
She did not look in the direction of his 

gesture. 
"Yes. And thank you for our walk." 
"I—enjoyed it." 
"Goodnight," she said. 
He went towards the crosswalk. He had 

to wait for the traffic, and as he stood by the 
kerb he looked back quickly towards the 
river. The woman was walking away along 
the embankment, the coloured lights of the 
night signs bathed suddenly her dark coat 
and were gone. She was walking slowly. 
The traffic cleared before him and he began 
to cross. He felt hungry. His dinner would 
be in the oven, still warm. 

=STUDENTS' 
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Plain and Prairie 

Mary Durack 

An outback Australian's impressions of the American 
frontier—with some wider implications. 

THE recent perusal of a bundle of letters 
written by my father during a visit to 

America in 1906 referred me back to Russel 
Ward's The Australian Legend where we 
read that in both America and Australia "the 
frontier was a forcing ground for the growth 
of distinctive national habits and sentiments. 
. . . But the really interesting puzzle is . . . 
why should so many men have paid to the 
relatively uncouth frontiersman the supreme 
compliment of imitating, often unconsciously, 
his manners and outlook?" 

My father was a man of scholarly bent and 
certainly not uncouth but he must, by birth 
and occupation, be considered a frontiers
man of his generation. Except for a few 
years at college and an occasional visit to 
various Australian cities he had lived in the 
bush all his life when, at thirty-nine years 
of age, he had realized his long-cherished 
dream of going abroad. His writings of the 
period therefore may well be worth consid
eration as a guide to Australian characteristics 
and attitudes of his and perhaps ovir owm 
time. 

His letters were typed in triplicate and 
sent on from Perth to be distributed among 
his Kimberley associates who, like Dickens's 
early fans, not only awaited eagerly but even 
travelled considerable distances to collect 
each new instalment. They followed him 
through England, Ireland and the Continent 

MARY DURACK is known both for her imaginative writinu., 
such as Keep H i m My Country, and for her historical works 
5uch as Kings in Grass Castles, the chronicle of her pioneering 

family published recently, 

but the highlight came when he got himself, 
via the United States, "out onto the open 
prairies among the cowboys of Western Can
ada, learning of 'cayuses', 'chaperejos', 'Mav
ericks', 'alcades' and Taroncho busters'. . . . 
The expressive language of my companions," 
he continues, "could scarcely stand publica
tion in a young ladies' journal, few recog
nising the existence of a God, a heaven or 
a hell. . . . They ask about Australia but time 
is precious and I keep them going non-stop 
about life in this fabulous West. . . ." 

The writer tells how, sitting around a roar
ing fire under the cold Canadian stars, wrap
ped in a huge beaver coat, he thrilled to the 
tales of expanding American settlement and 
the tough frontier towns, the verve with 
^yhich he writes in striking contrast to the 
terseness of his comments during his own 
frontier forging days. Even in the feverish 
surge of Wyndham's mushroom appearance 
as the port of Kimberley gold in '86, bored 
with the fights, the "demi-mondaines' and the 
brash enthusiasm for champagne in the 
middle of the day, he had "wandered around 
reading ancient history". (And should any
one doubt this he has my permission to dip 
into his journals of the period now lodged in 
the Perth Archives.) Tales of the covered 
waggon treks across the Rockies and the 
penetration of the white man with his flocks 
and herds into Indian territory he would ever 
afterwards relate with zest but he made only 
the most casual reference to his own first 
memories of a covered waggon jolting north 
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from Goulburn in the dust of the cattle, 1000 
miles into the Boontamurra hunting grounds 
of "the Cooper fall'. Nor did he then see as 
the epics they were the overlanding feats of 
the MacDonald brothers and his own family, 
probably the longest droving enterprises in 
history. In fact it was only in the '20's and 
'SCfs that Australian jovurnalists began tenta
tively to sense in them the possibilities of "a 
story". 

"Now I must tell you," Father continues, 
"of some of the colourful characters in this 
'outfit' as they call it here. The stories we 
read of this country are not exaggerated for 
sleeping a few yards from me is one 'Slippery 
Bill', the head serang, who got his name from 
his unscrupulous use of the bow knife down 
in Mexico. Then there is 'Deadly Dick' from 
Wyoming, 'Slim' from 'way down Montana', 
'Mopoke Tom', said to wander about at night, 
'Barb-wire Johnnie', the best broncho buster 
on the prairies of Western Canada, whose 
expertness at getting through fences was ac
quired at the cost of heavy scars on his face 
and hands, and 'Sloppy' the cook who speaks 
endlessly of better days and whose picture 
would make a fortune for 'Punch'—the latter 
part of his anatomy working altogether out 
of unison with the rest of his body. . . ." 

The writer then tells how, when turning 
in, he was quietly slipped a six-chambered 
Colt revolver with the remark that he pro
bably wouldn't need it but that its "possession 
at all times in this country established a cer
tain amount of reverence or respect. . . . I 
slept well and undisturbed however," he con
tinues, "dreaming that I was back in Kim
berley telling you chaps there all about 
Western Canada and these wild, young rack-
less chaps of the prairies, but the call of the 
cook—'Roll out!'—at 4 a.m. recalled me to 
reality . . . breakfast and the horses being 
brought in by the "Wrangler' to a rope 
'corral' where the foreman lassoos each horse 
and hands it over to the cowboy. . . ." 

Although the bushmen of the day were 

noted for their forthright and independent 
opinions they were at one in thinking there 
was nothing in their surroundings or activities 
to "write home about", by which they meant 
of course "nothing deserving of outside in
terest". They might skite and exaggerate 
among themselves, but this was part of a 
bush tradition that evolved the tall stories 
of the legendary "Speewah" as a sort of 
ironical comment on the actual flatness of 
their lives. This flatness, however, ended at 
about the three mile limit. Beyond lay the 
seven seas ,the five continents and countless 
islands of deathless romance and all would 
have agreed that "M.P's" experiences and en
counters "over there" were certainly "some
thing to write home about". Even the story 
of the Colt revolver would have seemed col
ourful, although not one of them, including 
the letter writer, would ever in his right mind 
have travelled or slept without a firearm in 
the bush. "Slippery Bill" and the rest of 
them would have seemed characters indeed 
to the ordinary down-to-earth run of fellows 
around the Kimberleys, the bearded, dusty, 
hard-riding, hard-living men of the cattle 
camps, squatting on their heels to read these 
letters by the light of the fire while the tea 
cooled in their quart pots. They were typical 
Kimberley old-timers, like big Duncan Mc-
CauUy, "The Scrub Bull", who came with the 
first cattle and survived one of the first hostile 
spears; Sir Alexander Coburn Campbell, Aus
tralia's only baronet, then droving between 
Wyndham and Hall's Creek; Count Rudolph 
Philchowsky, exiled German army officer, 
later to be speared while asleep in his camp; 
eccentric scholars of fine old English families 
like Frederick Booty and Charles Edward 
Flinders; quaint illiterates like "Pepper-tin 
Pethic"; fugitives from justice like "Crocodile 
Bill"; ships' deserters like "Johnnie the 
Swede"; mystery men like the station cook 
"Louis the Frenchman" whose nocturnal ac
tivities were later explained when wild tales 
of adventure in North Australia ("fictitious 
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nonsense" of course) appeared in "The Wide 
World" magazine under the name of Louis 
de Rougement. Then there were all those 
tough, "poddy dodging" battlers selling their 
cattle to the big company they preyed upon 
and those honest-to-goodness bushmen of the 
calibre of Bob Button, the first manager of 
the Ord, and his overland associates the Gor
dons, the Cahills and—jogging on under his 
green umbrella—the immortal "Bluey Bu-
chan", already as "old man far away" a legend 
of endurance among the inland tribes. 

I fancy they would all have felt a twinge 
of envy for "M.P." having a chance like that 
to " 'strike the trail', as they say, and 'go on 
tbe lope' across the prairies mounted on a 
black steed with full Mexican gear and equip
ment", but it would not have occurred to any 
of them that the traveller might learn some
thing to his practical advantage over there. 
Nothing they felt about the comparative 
tameness of their lives should be interpreted 
as implying an inferiority complex, for the 
Australian bushman, however unassuming, 
never had any such thing. He was convinced 
he could do a job as well and probably a 
good deal better than the next man and that 
liowever unspectacular his methods they were 
unequalled anywhere for efficiency. He 
neither despised nor criticised the American 
emphasis on the picturesque, but woe betide 
any "flash" newchum who tried to look or 
act like a cowboy in an Australian cattle 
camp. Father saw the practice of lassooing 
the riding horses as good "warming up exer
cise in a country where beasts can be frozen 
stiff on the prairies overnight", but it appear-
ĉ d to him that very few of the boys had much 
skill with the rope and the process wasted a 
lot of time. Nor did the "broncho busting" 
and steer riding displays impress him greatly 
for apart from the interest of "seeing the per
formers so elaborately turned out" he thought 
that the average Australian stockman in his 
half-mast dungarees and unspectacular hat 
could have put up a considerably better 

show. He thought the cowboy methods inter
esting, however, as indicating "a national flair 
for display or advertisement incorporated into 
everyday life, just as the ItaHans sing opera 
about their work". 

"Back home" the stockmen would consider 
and discuss these points at length but with 
supreme confidence in the virtue of their own 
lack of showmanship. To be sure they cut 
drab figures beside the boys of that "wild 
west" but they rode theh quiet plains with 
an unspoken sense of the qualities that would 
win their kind a largely posthumous glory in 
two world wars, while their American coun
terparts, galloping the prairies and s\\'inging 
lariats, were creating a Uving legend to de
light the world and to enrich vast numbers 
of writers, publishers, actors, film magnates 
and television companies. 

Somewhere near Winnepeg Father wit
nessed a stirring Red Indian war dance, 
staged for tourists, and later spoke with some 
of the performers about their way of life. 
These people and their ancient culture always 
fascinated him and he could expound with 
some authority on the different American 
groups. Like most of his bush contempor
aries, however, he could hardly have named 
a single Australian tribe, could not have 
spoken a phrase of the language, recounted 
a single legend or explained the basic sig
nificance of a single rite. This did not mean, 
however, that he despised the Aborigines and 
their culture. His journals leave no doubt of 
his affectionate respect and indebtedness to 
such companions as Pumpkin who followed 
the family from Cooper Creek to Ord River 
and trained in the whitematfs ways a stal
wart and faithful company of Kimberley 
tribespeople. A bushman might "yarn" wdth 
a native about such things as cattle, horses 
and the chances of rain but it was simply 
not "the custom of the country" to quiz him 
about his private or tribal life, a reticence 
appreciated—perhaps even fostered—by the 
blacks themselves. The suggestion, however. 
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that the Aboriginal was "interesting" in the 
same way as the Red Indian or the Zulu 
would have been dismissed as "bunkum". 

Even the social issues of other countries 
would seem to have appeared to Father as 
more real than those of his own. Although 
a liberal minded man for his day Father, as 
managing director of a large pastoral enter
prise, was inclined to dismiss as "red-ragging" 
much of the struggle of the Australian work
ers for political identity, but at the time of 
his visit to Chicago he was so much under 
the influence of Upton Sinclair that his ob
servations on one of America's biggest meat 
processing factories read more like those of 
a social reformer than of a man up to his 
eyebrows in the beef industry. " . . . I then 
watched some girls with their hands all bound 
up working at lightning speed to keep pace 
with the machines that sent on their way the 
ceaseless stream of cans. Not for a moment 
can they lift their eyes from their work for 
one false step and their mistake is registered 
below where hundreds wait to take their 
place. . . . One is oppressed by the awful 
struggle . . . the overworking of human hands 
to keep up with the pace-makers as depicted 
in 'The Jungle'. I came away quite sick." 

If these letters can be said to indicate the 
attitudes of a fairly typical frontiersman of 
the time in what ways do they reflect 
"national habits and sentiments" today? 

One indication may be our shyness (par
ticularly in this State) to advertise our tourist 
possibilities. Dare we encourage visitors be
fore standard accommodation is available ? 
Dare we risk money in providing amenities 
before we are quite sure they will come? 
After all what have we to offer—apart from 
wildflowers which are only at their best for 
a few weeks anyway—to tempt the jaded 
globe trotter? We weigh our possibilities to 
their disfavour against the famous tourist 
attractions of the world, while land estate 
agents, seeking to arouse interest in a chain 
of glorious coastal holiday sites are dotting 

the map with names that, to those familiar 
with the colonial sentiment for our places of 
origin, can only suggest a sudden mass migra
tion from the Americas. 

In the arts we seem to have little more 
confidence in the local product. We have 
our few sacred cows, of course, at whom 
irreligious oafs occasionally throw stones, but 
apart from these we are still hesitant to hail 
a home-grown product withuot an approving 
nod from afar. Then, just to be perverse, if 
an Australian wins through to outside en
dorsement, we set up a bunyip wail of pro
test against such unbased favouritism and 
begin cutting the protege down to size. 

It is only of recent years that our v^aiters 
ha\'e begun to emerge from a long period 
of obscurity and indifference. Artists have 
been somewhat more fortunate in awaken
ing local interest, if not in loosening local 
purse-strings, probably because it is easier to 
hang an exhibition and persuade people to 
look at it than to influence a publisher to 
produce and a public to buy and read a 
book. Meanwhile, however, our musicians 
languish for the most part unheard and in 
the same position as if publishers had de
clared against the production of Australian 
books, (a) because "proved classics" had 
claim to all available resources, (b) because 
these unread manuscripts had no guaranteed 
public and were hence a bad financial risk, 
(c) because they were almost assuredly un
readable in any case. Both clauses (b) and 
(c) applied and still apply to many books 
produced in this and every other country, 
but if they had been used to frustrate the 
Australian writer as similar clauses continue 
to frustrate the musician we would still have 
had no indigenous literature whatever. 

Although the general outlook for the arts 
in Australia is improving slowly we have to 
face the fact that as a people we are sus
picious of the intangible values they repre
sent. The average Australian neither trusts 
his own nor anyone else's judgment in these 
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Mateship, Success-ship and Suburbia 
Ronald Taft 

A sociologist's description of Australian society, its ideals and attitudes, 
and its role as a setting for cultural contributions. 

ARTISTIC and intellectual products are to 
some extent a precipitate of the society 

in which they were given birth. This applies 
both to collective products, such as folk art 
and lore, and the creations of identifiable 
individuals or schools. For example, the 
exigencies of war lead to government-stimu
lated scientific research which carries over 
into the post-emergency period. Or, a drive 
to conspicuous consumption by a competitive 
social elite may lead to patronage of archi
tecture and other creative arts. Or, to take 
a vastly different example, a people grinding 
away at winning a subsistence living from 
an inhospitable environment are likely to con
fine their self-expression to traditional folk
songs—which need not necessarily interfere 
with theii" labours—and to the design of 
necessities such as clothes and shelter. 

Here, in summary form, are some of the 
social and cultural variables that appear to 
be related to the amount, quality and type 
of artistic and intellectual products of any 
particular community: the traditions of that 
community and those imported from other 
communities; the types of occupations pur-
.sued; the social and economic class structure; 
the possibilities of moving from one class to 
another; the techniques of production; the 
division of labour between classes and 
groups; the presence of particular talents 
and skills and educational facilities. 

It is the purpose of this contribution to 
delineate some of the major aspects of the 
history and social structure of Australia that 
serve as a setting for her cultural contribu
tions. 

Dr. TAFT is at present a lecturer in the Anthropology Depart
ment of the University of W.A. 

Two hundred years ago the population of 
the Continent of Australia consisted of an 
estimated 300,000 aborigines eking out an 
existence by means of the most primitive 
methods known to mankind—hunting game 
and garnering food—and suspecting nothing 
of the possibilities of recording and trans
mitting ideas and experiences per media of 
writing. Into this most unpromising Contin
ent Britain started to dump her social and 
political undesirables, at first in a trickle in 
the last decade of the 18th Century and later 
in a steady stream in the first half of the 
19th. In view of this humble beginning, it 
is well worth remarking that, within 100 
years of the first transportations of convicts 
there had come into being, in the string of 
States that constituted the Australian Colo
nies, an articulate, literate and proud nation 
of over three million people. Intellectual 
movements appeared that were founded on 
the belief that a way of life had been created 
in Australia which was superior to the be
nighted ways of Europe and unique in the 
history of the World. But by the time Aus
tralia emerged from the shadow of the 1930 
Depression and the threat of conquest by 
Japan in the '40s, a much matured Nation 
showed much more skepticism and cynicism 
about those earlier adolescent dreams of 
greatness. Events since then have set into 
motion once more a guarded and more 
soundly based vision of Australia as a great 
nation of the future. Accompanying this rise 
in confidence has been the unleashing of an 
immense industrial growth and a 50 per cent, 
increase in population from seven to lOJ 
million. 

So much for the historical setting in synop-
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tic review. Let us now look at some of the 
aspects in more detail. 

Who are the Austrahans? What are their 
national and cultural backgrounds? Con
sidering the ancestry of Australians in a 
global fashion, about one-fifth traces back to 
non-British Europe; although this ancestry is 
mainly attributable to the large immigration 
in recent years, there has always been a 
steady trickle of European immigrants, espe
cially Germans, Scandinavians and ItaUans. 
Of the four-fifths British element in the popu
lation, about 60 per cent, is EngUsh, 25 per 
cent. Irish and 15 per cent. Scottish or Welsh. 
Since the 1880's the majority of people in 
Australia were born here, but many of them 
have had parents or other close relatives who 
were immigrants. Thus the parochial ele
ment which has dominated much of the tra
ditional Australian intellectual contribution 
has to some extent been a studied attitude 
in which the immigrant history of the country 
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has been suppressed. The incompleteness of 
this repression becomes evident when we 
note the ambivalence connected with this 
subject. On the one hand we have aggres
sive Australianism and xenophobia, and on 
the other hand we have the unrealistic re
spect that is extended to the foreign-trained 
artist and thinker. 

It is very difficult to sort out the particular 
contributions of the various national groups 
to the Australian outlook. For one thing, 
the reasons for their emigration were varied 
and the class of immigrant from any par
ticular country has varied from time to time. 
Thus, the German immigrants to South Aus
tralia in the 19th Century were mostly far
mers who emigrated because of religious 
ideals; the free Scottish immigrants of the 
19th Century had a high proportion of owner-
farmers, and the Eastern European Jewish 
immigrants of the past 50 years have mostly 
been devoted to middle-class values and 
business enterprise. But despite the diverse 
national and class origins of the immigrants 
to Australia, the country is notable for its 
remarkable homogeneity of outlook, way of 
life, way of speaking and national identifica
tion. This has applied, more or less, to every 
geographical region and to almost all Aus
tralians despite national or class origin. 

If we try to generalize about the particular 
biases in the backgrounds of the immigrants 
to Australia, they have included a dispropor
tionately high number of skilled tradesmen, 
independent farmers and entrepreneurs. With 
a few exceptions, the immigrants have had a 
higher level of literacy than the population 
from which they came. We have had our 
political refugee immigrants whose flight has 
been caused by a clash of ideologies, such as 
Irish revolutionaries. Chartists and the mo
dern anti-Communist refugees, but compared 
with, say the U.S.A., this type of immigrant 
has been rare. One effect of the infrequency 
of ideological refugee immigration on Aus
tralian intellectual life has been to reduce 
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controversy about abstract ideas to a low 
level compared with strategic issues related 
to political action. Australian literature al
most completely lacks any fresh treatments of 
political and socio-economic theories. The 
Chartist outlook has had some reverberations 
in literature through the writings, for ex
ample, of the Henry George League, the 
Social Credit Movement and the present day 
Marxists, but the level of discourse has more 
often been anti-intellectual rather than pro, 
and the ideas have been completely borrowed 
from abroad. 

The history of intellectual life in Australia 
has been influenced by the almost complete 
containment of social conflict within orderly 
limits. Little blood has been spilt over the 
real clashes of economic and social interests 
that have existed, and racial and national an
tagonisms have remained within their bounds 
—excepting for some massacres of aborigines 
and occasional minor local clashes with 
Chinese and Italians. The common task of 
developing the land and the relatively high 
living standards are more responsible for the 
absence of disorder than is the lack of con
flicting interests. In fact, Australian history 
has been notable since the arrival of the 
Europeans for the mutual contempt of the 
two main classes: there were, on the one 
hand, the class represented by the officers, 
intellectuals, large-scale farmers and business 
owners and managers; and on the other hand, 
the class represented by the convicts, eman
cipists, labourers, craftsmen and lone-hand 
risk-takers, such as gold-miners, taxi-drivers, 
S.P. bookies and punters. This class conflict 
has been characterized historically as an alien 
exploitative squatter group versus the indig
enous itinerant worker group. As Russel 
Ward has so admirably argued in The Aus
tralian Legend, it is the latter group that has 
dominated the traditional myth of the Aus
tralian way of life. 

Although the itinerant workers constituted 
only a minority of the population from the 

earliest days, their outlook and values, partly 
stemming from their convict or pariah back
ground and partly from tlieir occupational 
circumstances, prevailed over those of the 
other types of workers. Even the middle-
class in Australia has in some respects used 
this worker legend as their criterion of how 
the typical Australian does and should be
have. Thus, the middle class took over many 
of the working class values such as: the 
avoidance of affectation and snobbery, the 
espousal and support of social and economic 
egalitarianism, the appreciation of risk-taking 
behaviour combined with the right to collec
tive security, conservatism in taste, exagger
ated mascuhnity and the subservience of 
women in public life. The traditional Aus
tralian Myth has an anti-intellectual bias with 
a peculiar streak of "culture" running through 
it. The anti-intellectualism was reserved for 
the professional intellectuals, for the people 
who make their living from knowledge and 
artistic creation. There was great respect 
shown, however, for the man who wrote 
poetry or prose in his spare time and for the 
student who educated himself by reading and 
part-time study, particularly if he had not 
sought any formal diplomas. Traditionally 
there has been at best lack of sympathy, and 
at worst strong suspicion of the person who 
is highly trained and competent in profes
sional discipline. Thus the incompetent ex-
policeman Burke was more celebrated than 
were successful and scientific explorers of the 
calibre of Sturt. 

Patrick White's book Voss presents some 
of the aspects of the Australian Myth in his 
description of the explorers. The instinctual 
bush-craft of the survivor of an ill-fated ex
pedition, an emancipated convict turned 
squatter, is contrasted with the blundering 
of the alien leader of the expedition, despite 
—or perhaps because of—his scientific train
ing and vision. The motivation of the char
acters is interesting; the emancipist came 
along because he was familiar with the coun-
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try and he felt that having been asked to 
help he should do so. When all seemed to 
be lost he had little compunction in abandon
ing the obstinate German. In contrast the 
other squatter in the party, but this time of 
the true squatter class, abandoned the party 
for the purel}' materialistic reason that he had 
enough land and didn't need to proceed in 
order to seek any more. 

^Vhether squatter or business man, mem
bers of the Australian upper class have usually 
been dismissed as mere ahen exploiters of the 
land and labour. Their heroic deeds in open
ing up and developing Australia have rarely 
been celebrated in literature or legend ex
cepting for a few heroes such as Sir Sydney 
Kidman who rose from the labouring ranks, 
and their contribution to the cultural life of 
the Country is mostly unrecognized. It was 
undoubtedly the educated immigrant that 
^ '̂as responsible for the transplantation of 
British culture in the libraries, art galleries, 
universities and opera companies that were 
set up in the 19th Century. But there was 
little that was indigenous to Australia in 
their contributions to Australia's intellectual 
and cultural development. Rupert Bunny, 
Percy Grainger and Nellie Melba, for in
stance, great artists though they were, and 
the pride of Australia in their World stature, 
contributed little to the development of any
thing specifically Australian, 

Thus, in the 19th Century, the Australian 
social strata consisted of an upper class 
oriented towards the "Home Country", a 
laboring class creating an indigenous Aus
tralian community because this was the one 
which gave them their first opportunity of 
self-expression, and a middle-class, ambiva
lent between the other two, respectful and 
perhaps even envious of the upper class but 
dominated in practice by the values of the 
labouring class. In the 20th Century the 
middle-class has come into its own. An inter
national comparative study of the class iden
tifications of the population indicated that 

more Australians today describe themselves 
as middle-class than m any other country. 
This is scarcely surprising when we consider 
some of the facts of life in AustraUa. 

Here are some of the influences that have 
led Australia to become the middle-class 
country par excellence. First of all a continu
ous high standard of living, compared with 
most other countries, which has established 
middle-class tastes and aspirations such as the 
desire to own a home and other domestic 
possessions. An almost universal Hteracy and 
the availabihty of leisure-time for social, en
tertainment and educational purposes have 
also contributed. So has the widespread 
exposure to mass media through the high 
rate of newspaper reading, movie-going, 
radio-listening and more latterly, T.V. It is 
not surprising that Australia should have be
come one of the greatest T.V. watching com
munities almost overnight. 

The availability of extensive natural re
sources in proportion to the population has 
readily rewarded business enterprise, and has 
encouraged initiative and risk-taking. When 
this is combined with the absence of tra
ditional European barriers to upward social 
mobility this has readily created a class of 
parvenus. The occupational structure has 
made "bourgeoisation" (when no word is 
available, may I be pardoned for manufac
turing one?) inevitable. Australian farming 
and mining methods made it possible for a 
few workers to produce great wealth per 
head, and the rest crowded into the rapidly 
burgeoning towns and cities. We have long 
been one of the most highly urbanized coun
tries, but unlike most other countries the 
urban population has lived mainly in well-
spread-out suburbs. 

Today, about three-quarters of the entire 
population of Austraha live in the cities of 
10,000 or more, and over 60 per cent, of the 
population live in detached houses in the 
metropolitan suburbs or provincial cities. 
Most of these own their own homes. When 
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we add to this a reminder that the number 
of stocks and shares owners is increasing by 
leaps and bounds, and the thirst for higher 
secondary and tertiary education is growing, 
it is little wonder that bourgeoisation, as an 
outlook on life, is the order of the day. There 
are signs that many of the traditional, labour
ing-class-derived values are receding. "Suc
cess-ship" as the highest value in social life 
is replacing mateship; the man whose ambi
tions and aspirations prompt him to work for 
material and status success even at the ex
pense of his mates, or to indulge in a con
spicuous consumption which belittles them, 
is not thought of as the same "rat" that he 
might have been 30 years ago. Australia's 
traditional parochialism, conservatism and 
national arrogance based on ignorance seem 
also to be partially dissolving and much more 
respect is paid today by the community as a 
whole to overseas institutions and ideas than 
was the case in the past. When, in the past 
100 years, could Australians have shown the 
present-day tolerance towards the non-
British Europeans in our midst, and even to 
the Asian and African students and the "off-
White" immigrants who have joined us in 
their thousands? This tolerance, combined 
with an increasing demand for the easing 
of the White Australia prejudice, is perhaps 
the outstanding sign of the change that has 
occurred in the Australian outlook. Com
pare the prevailing pre-War contrast be
tween the Anglophilia and aggressive Aus
tralianism with the present-day climate that 
admires and imitates the American way of 
life rather than the British and fosters inter
national attitudes, such as Italophilia or 
Nippophilia, which would have been quite 
alien in pre-War years. 

Ominous as it may be for artistic creativity, 
especially that of an indigenous type, we 
must recognize that Australia is merging with 
the gradually flattening middle-class outlook 
and way of life that pervades the non-
Communist industrialized countries—and, the 

Communist ones too, for all I know—under 
the dominant influence of the United States 
of America. 
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"I beg to r epo r t . . . ' ' 
John Pen 

IIFE was not pleasant for me at Aunt 
Rozika's boardinghouse for children. My 

mother was not very regular in her payments 
and the old woman took it out on me. She 
wouldn't even allow me to go to school with 
the other children, and so at nine I still 
couldn't read or write. Three years before, 
when I was six, I had proudly set off to school 
with the others on registration day, but Aunt 
Rozika had pulled me back by the ears. 

"Vot else you vant, you gallows-flower?" 
she bellowed, scandalized. "Your shtinking 
whore of mudder don't pay me a copper in 
two mont, and you vant to go to shchool? 
Your eyes don't drop out for shame? It ain't 
enough you eat my bread, de pox should eat 
you, you big belly, now you vant go to 
shschool on my money?" 

For this blow I was not prepared. The 

one great desire of my miserable childhood 
had been to go to school. For months I had 
been looking forward with racing heart to 
the day when I too might at last register, only 
to learn that the mere thought made me a 
fit candidate for the gallows. It was as 
though the fuming old woman had struck me 
on the head; I needed all my strength to keep 
from bawling. I couldn't utter a word, but 
what was there for me to say? I had no idea 
that schooling was compulsory in Hungary, 
but I did know that my mother was out of 
work again, and by now I had a pretty good 
idea \\'hat that meant. I was only six years 
old, I could neither read nor write, but 
already I knew that a poor child like me 
would only get as much out of life as he 
could steal by force, scheming and duplicity. 
With my precocious wisdom I realized that 
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there was no way of my stealing an educa
tion. I had been caught in the act. 

If this had happened only half a year be
fore, I would have felt different. But ever 
since the summer, when open hostilities had 
broken out between my mother and the old 
woman, I had lived in constant fear of being 
thrown out, and, as it seemed best not to 
provoke the old woman's wrath, I said no
thing. The old woman apparently thought I 
was resigned to my fate, but she didn't know 
her man. I was only biding my time. My 
sober peasant mind saw that, for the moment, 
the enemy was the stronger, and there was 
no use butting my head against the wall. I 
dug myself a trench of silence and waited. 
Just what I was waiting for I don't know. 
A miracle, perhaps. 

I never talked to anyone about this. When 
the children brought it up, I haughtily told 
them that only babies went to school, and 
I was no baby. Secretly, however, I was 
filled with boundless envy, when on winter 
mornings they left the house with their 
books, or when, over the dinner table, they 
talked about school in a jargon that I could 
scarcely understand. 

The old woman gave me more and more 
work. I was a useful little lad, and that 
may have been partly why she kept me out 
of school. I was expert at every type of 
housework from potato peeling to floor mop
ping, and I could handle animals so well 
that many a grownup might have envied me. 
I could ride a horse bareback, and at eight 
I drove the horsecart so expertly that they 
let me go on short trips by myself. 

This was my favourite pastime. When I 
was driving the cart, no one could order me 
around. I leaned back in the driver's seat 
with the air of a nobleman, and while the 
one-eyed nag tugged mournfully at the rick
ety cart, I fancied myself in the most wonder
ful situations. I dreamed up elaborate tales 
of adventure, and in each one I was the hero; 
I, the great, the just, the famous Bela, who 

wrought \'engeance on the exploiters of poor 
children, and, as predicted in the Scriptures, 
made the first last and the last first. My 
imagination transformed the one-eyed nag 
into a snow-white charger, and the rickety 
cart into a triumphal chariot in which I, as 
a victorious general, galloped into the village, 
amid the tumultuous joy of the populace. For 
months I wove away on the fabric of my day
dreams, and in time my fanciful adventures 
became so much a part of me that often, 
when alone, I would loudly berate my 
enemies, or deliver long harangues to my 
heroic soldiers. 

\'\'hat had become of earthbound little 
Bela? I walked in a magic hood and took 
dream-pills for the pains of reality. I be
came so addicted to this dangerous game that 
I fancied myself a Prince Charming, who 
went about barefooted in a ragged disguise 
only to learn more about the injustices suf
fered by the poor, so that I could right their 
wrongs in the end. When I grow up, 1 
vowed to myself, I'll organize all the poor 
people into gangs and, like Sandor Rozsa, 
I'll rob the rich and divide their wealth 
among the poor. 

"I'll show them who Bela is!" I cried aloud 
and, assuming my most ferocious scowl, I 
cracked the whip, which in my imagination 
always played the part of a sword. 

Yes, I was waiting for a miracle. But no 
miracle occurred. The years dragged on like 
the old woman's cart, first-graders became 
second-graders, second-graders became third-
graders, and I was still where I had started. 
Sometimes, like last night's drunkard, I awoke 
to a relentless reality, and I knew that I was 
no Prince Charming. I was nine and a half 
and still an illiterate. 1 should be in the 
fourth grade now, I sometimes thought, and 
began to howl. Sweet Jesus, what'll become 
of me? 

I was forever spying on the studying chil
dren and secretly learning their lessons by 
heart. Once I even stole a reader from one 
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of them, for I resolved to learn by myself. 
But what good were the stolen reader, the 
pilfered lessons, and my great determination, 
when I couldn't distinguish A from B? If at 
least I could read and write, I said to myself 
in despair, 1 could learn the rest out of books 
myself. But this way! I saw clearly in these 
moments that my heaven-storming fancies 
were mere childish nonsense; the truth was 
that I didn't know a thing, and that my lot 
\vould be no better than that of the one-eyed 
nag who would draw the old woman's cart 
till she was ready for the glue factory. These 
were dreadful days. When no one could see 
me, I immediately began to cry. 

A T length, in the fall of' 1922, my luck 
changed. One day as I was wandering 

about the fields with my eyes red from weep
ing, Uncle Janos, the swineherd, called out 
to me: 

"Well, son, when do you go to school?" 

"On February 30th, at midnight!" I rephed 
with my usual haughtiness. 

"Haven't you been fined yet?" 
"Me? What for?" 
"Not you. I mean the old woman." 
"The old woman? Why should they fine 

her?" 
"For not sending you to school." 
Suddenly I perked up. "Do they fine 

people for that?" I asked, trying to hide my 
excitement. 

"Of course they do. In Hungary children 
have to go to school." 

"Poor children too?" 
"Sure. Poor children, rich children, it's 

all the same before the law." 
This was a little hard for me to imagine. 

"The same?" I asked in amazement. "You 
mean that. Uncle Janos?" 

The old man looked at me, perplexed. 
"Why are you so surprised, son?" 

"It's news to me," I said, and my heart 
began to flutter as though it would fly out 
of its cage. "Well, good-bye. Uncle Janos." 

\A îth that I turned on my heel and ran 
away. The unexpected news made me dizzy 
with happiness. I raced madly across pas
tures, fields, and meadows, till my legs would 
carry me no longer. Then, with heaving 
lungs, I dropped into the grass and lay 
motionless. I closed my eyes and thought 
feverishly. - Suddenly, I knew what I had to 
do. The great plan was born: I would go 
and speak to the teacher. 

But I was not overhasty. With peasant 
caution, I took three to four weeks preparing 
for the visit. Weighing all possibilities, I 
drafted a crudely florid, awkwardly solemn, 
and childishly humble speech which I re
peated to myself till I could recite it by 
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heart as well as the schoolboys recited their 
lessons. The day of my call was chosen only 
after long deliberation. I reasoned that a 
weekday wouldn't do, for then the teacher 
would be busy; he would be in too much 
of a hurry to listen properly; he might not 
even talk to me. But on a holiday he would 
have nothing to do; he would be rested and 
consequently in a good humour. And so I 
chose Sunday morning, exactly one hour be
fore Mass, for then, I knew, he would be 
out of bed but still at home. 

ON the night before the fateful Sunday, I 
was too excited to sleep. At five in the 

morning, I was on my feet. A dismal, icy 
rain was falling, and it was still as dark as 
midnight. Shivering, I took shelter in the 
warm stable and went over my speech again 
and again. When at length the day dawned, 
1 went out to the well and scrubbed myself 
for a good half hour in the pouring rain. I 
begged a pair of scissors and cut my finger-
and toenails, then ceremoniously donned the 
clean shirt which for weeks I had been saving 
for the occasion. Ordinarily I was given a 
clean shirt only every four or five weeks. 

It was a nasty October morning, real sui
cide weather. The autumn rains had begun 
two weeks before, and Main Street was as 
soft as rising bread dough. Having no shoes, 
I jogged along barefoot through the rain, and 
by the time I reached the teacher's house, 
my mud-covered legs looked like some clumsy 
sculptor's clay model. 

The teacher was a bachelor. He lived 
with a spinster sister, referred to among the 
children as "Scarecrow". In answer to m\' 
ring. Scarecrow opened the door. 

"What do you want?" she asked, in a 
strangely high-pitched voice. 

"Hallowed be the name of Our Lord, Jesus 
Christ!" I began, for this seemed to me a 
highly effective opening. "I beg to report, 
illustrious lady, that I have a very important 
message for the illustrious teacher." 

For no good reason, I was convinced that 
all important sentences must begin with "I 
beg to report." 

"The teacher is still asleep!" she said curtly. 
"I beg to report, then, I shall wait." 
"It is useless to wait," she said impatiently, 

and was about to shut the door. "The teacher 
does not receive on Sunday." 

Well, I said to myself, this is one hell of 
a beginning! Just the same I had no inten
tion of giving up. I sat down on a stone 
near the fence, determined not to budge until 
I had seen the teacher. He'll go to church 
sooner or later, I thought, and if they don't 
let me in. Til go up to him on the street. 
\\^ith this resolve, I leaned against the fence, 
prepared for a long stay. Just to be on the 
safe side, I repeated m\̂  fateful oration word 
for word, and when no-one appeared I started 
all over again. As I sat huddled in the pour
ing rain, I suddenly heard a window open 
behind me. 

"What are you doing here, little boy?" 
Scarecrow called out. 

Respectfully I leaped to my feet and 
.snapped to attention as I had seen Leventes'' 
do. 

"I beg to report, I am waiting." 
"Didn't I tell you the teacher doesn't re

ceive anyone today?" 
"Yes, illustrious lady, you told me." 
"Then what are you waiting for?" 
"I beg to report, I am waiting for the 

teacher." 
"My, but you're a foolish little fellow!" the 

old maid shook her birdlike head. "You'll 
catch cold in this rain." 

"That may be, I beg to report," I replied 
defiantly. "But I will wait." 

This made Scarecrow smile. The pox take 
these fine dames, I thought, you never know 
what they're grinning about! What had I 
said that was so funny? 

" Fascist youth organization which became a model 
for the Italian Balilla and the German Hitler-Jugend. 
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"Is your message so terribly important?" 
she asked in a friendlier tone. 

"Yes, illustrious lady, very terribly import
ant!" 

"Well, some in then, but quickly!" 
1 bowed clumsily. "I respectfully thank 

you, illustrious lady." 
Before opening the door, I cautiously spied 

around to see if anyone was looking, then 
quickly made the sign of the cross. This 
I was not in the habit of doing, but today 
I didn't want to omit anything that might 
help. 

AND so at last I stood face to face with the 
"illustrious" teacher. He sat at the table 

in his shirt sleeves, without a collar, feasting 
on paprika bacon. He was a tall, heavy-set, 
handsome man of about forty, one of those 
educated provincial Hungarians who have 
never grown entirely out of the peasant class. 
His face was bony, tough, and tanned; blu
ish-red alcoholic roses blossomed on his 
cheeks like flowers cultivated with tender 
care. He loved wine, cards, and women, and 
many strange things were said of him. But I 
had heard that he was good to the children 
unless they neglected their lessons or mis
behaved, for his hand flew easily and could 
deal out hard blows. His chest was as broad 
as a wrestler's, and looking at his enormous, 
weather-beaten neck, I couldn't imagine any 
collar big enough to go around it. There was 
something disconcertingly Asiatic about this 
bull-like, defiant man; but his eyes had a 
kind look, and his big black mustaches 
wagged so amiably as he chewed his bacon 
that I wasn't the least bit afraid of him. 

"Well, what is it, son?" he asked in a 
friendly tone, gulping down a glass of whis
key with the bacon. 

"I beg to report," I struck up a little 
tremulously, "I have a very important request 
to make of the illustrious teacher." 

"All right, let's have it!" 
He bit off the end of his cigar, lighted it. 

and leaned back comfortably in his worn 
grandfather's chair. 

"I respectfully beg to request you," I said, 
still standing at attention, "to permit me to 
go to school, illustrious teacher." 

The teacher looked at me wonderingly. 
"How old are you, child?" 

•'Going on ten, I beg to report." 
"Then why on earth don't you go to school 

now?" 
"I beg to report, they won't let me." 
"They won't? Who? Your father?" 
I felt myself blush. This was one question 

I hadn't anticipated. For a few seconds I 
stood there with clenched hands and pound
ing heart, but at last I found an answer. I 
said evenly, "My mother works in Budapest, 
I beg to report." 

Apparently the teacher understood the 
hint, for now he only asked, "With whom are 
you staying here?" 

"Er . . . with Aunt Rozika," I stammered. 
"Hmm. And why won't the old woman 

let you go to school?" 
"Because she says my mother doesn't pay 

regular, and so I have to work for my keep." 
Astonished, the teacher leaned forward in 

his chair. "What do you have to work for?" 
"For what I eat, if you please, honourable 

teacher." 

THE honourable teacher silently shook his 
head and cast a long, significant look at 

Scarecrow who stood behind me, leaning 
against an ancient cupboard. I was full of 
distrust as I watched them; I felt certain that 
the teacher was shaking his head at his sister 
because he was angry at her for letting a 
beggar like me into the house. 

It's always the same old story, I thought. 
Now they'll tell me that you can't get any
thing for nothing, not even death, oh no, my 
friend, you've got to pay the priest! But I 
had foreseen all this, indeed I was counting 
on it; it wasn't for nothing that I had pre
pared so long for this visit. Even the sen-
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tence was ready, all I had to do was to say 
it. And say it I did, quickly, before they 
could get in a word. 

"Just because I'm poor, honourable teacher, 
I don't expect to be taught for nothing!" 

"My, my!" the teacher smiled. "So you 
want to pay for it, son?" 

See, I thought, he smiles as soon as you 
talk about paying. "I beg to report, illus
trious teacher, I have no ready cash, but I'm 
a strong boy—just feel my muscles—I'll work 
for my schooling." 

Again the teacher looked at his sister, but 
now he was smiling. "What will you do?" 
he asked. 

"Work, if you please, sir." 
"Work for what?" 
"For the price of a little education, hon

ourable teacher, please." 
Here Scarecrow laughed out loud. I hope 

you choke, I thought. It's easy for you to 
laugh. It's easy for you to belittle the work 
of a small boy when the gentlefolk pay hardly 
anything, even to grown men. But for that 
too I had an answer in readiness. 

"If you don't want my work, I beg to re
port, then I'll have somebody write to Nicho
las Horthy, and it is such a wonderful letter, 
teacher, I have it in my head, that Nicholas 
Horthy will feel sorry for me, and he will 
surely pay the price of my education." 

Here the teacher laughed out loud. You 
can choke too, I thought, but when I spoke, 
it was very humbly. "Don't think, sir, that 
I expect Nicholas Horthy to do this for no
thing either!" 

"Is that so?" the teacher chuckled. "And 
how do you propose to repay His Serene 
Highness the Regent?" 

"It's like this," I explained. "When I grow 
up, I can be a soldier, or serve the country 
some other way, and then Nicholas Horthy 
can take it out of my pay." 

Now they were both roaring like lunatics. 
I hope you drop dead, I thought furiously, 
and a sentence I had not prepared before

hand slipped out. "I beg your pardon, hon
ourable teacher," I said, "but surely no good 
Christian would begrudge a little learning to 
a poor child like me." 

But they only went on laughing, like in
curable idiots. I stood there facing them, 
with all hope lost, and I felt the tears spring 
into my eyes. 

"Come closer, son," the teacher said then, 
and took me between his strong, thick legs. 
"So you want to go to school at any cost?" 

"Yes, honourable teacher," I snivelled be
tween great sobs. "Have pity on a poor 
child, if you please!" 

"All right, all right, stop bawling!" said 
the teacher, gently patting my cheeks. "Go 
and tell the old woman to report at school 
before noon tomorrow." 

I caught my breath. "I can't tell her that, 
honourable sir, please." 

"You can't?" 
"No, I beg to report, the old woman would 

murder me!" 
"Murder you?" the teacher smiled. 
"Yes, sir!" I replied, deadly serious, and 

tensely watched the teacher's face. 
He puffed on his cigar a little longer, then 

apparently came to a decision, for he stood 
up, stretching his arms. 

"In that case, I'll pay her a visit," he said. 
"Wait a minute, my boy!" 

With that he went into the other room, 
finished dressing, and a few minutes later we 
were wading side by side down muddy Main 
Street toward Aunt Rozika's. 

FULL of distrust and misgiving, I trudged 
beside the long-legged, big man. What 

kind of a man can he be, I asked myself. 
Why is he doing all this for me? What can 
he gain by it? Had he said, all right, you 
can work for your schooling, but you'll have 
to work like a mule because you can't" get 
anything for nothing, I should have been the 
happiest boy in the world. As it was, I 
couldn't believe in him. I began to be afraid 
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of this mysterious teacher. I simply could 
not imagine that a man, and a gentleman at 
that, would brave the wind, rain, and mud at 
the very hour of Mass and hike to the other 
end of the village'for the sake of a beggarly 
little peasant boy who was nothing to him. 
Sweet Jesus, I thought, what witch's cauldron 
is hidden in the head of this learned gentle
man and what devilry is he cooking up for 
me? With sly, sidelong glances I watched 
the mysterious man. I decided to be on my 
guard. 

Fortunately the old woman hadn't gone to 
church that Sunday, for the autumn weather 
brought on her chronic pains and she could 
hardly move her arthritic legs. 

"Wait for me in the yard!" said the teacher 
as we reached the house. "I want to see her 
alone." 

I stood outside and waited. The rain had 
stopped, only a few drops still dripped now 
and then from the leafless branches like sickly 
tears from the drooping eyelids of the aged. 
The yard was deserted, not a soul in sight, 
the house was still asleep like an enchanted 
castle in a fairy tale. Years seemed to have 
passed since the teacher had entered the 
house, and perhaps it would be Judgment 
Day before he came out. The minutes 
crawled like half-crushed worms. I shivered. 

Suddenly an ungodly uproar issued from 
the house. I held my breath and listened, 
but I couldn't make out what they were say
ing. All I could distinguish were the teach
er's blasphemous oaths. Then suddenly the 
door flew open, and the big man blustered 
out of the house. 

"You, there!" he bellowed at me. "If you're 
not in school at eight tomorrow morning, I'll 
break e\'ery bone in your body!" Under
stand?" 

My Lord, did I understand? No word of 
kindness had ever made me as happy as his 
threat. I snapped my muddy, bare heels 
together and replied with military smartness, 
"Yes, sir, honourable teacher!" 

My eyes grew moist as a maiden's after 
the kiss of betrothal, and I actually felt as 
though I had been betrothed to happiness. 

Just then I received such a blow from be
hind me that my nose started to bleed. With
out even turning, I knew it came from the 
old woman and began to run as fast as my 
legs could carry me. Happy as I was, I didn't 
even mind this blow. I raced out to the 
muddy fields and pranced about like a crazy 
colt. 

"I'm going to school!" I shouted into the 
autumnal silence. "I'm going to school!" 

Tractor Driver 

in 

Mallee Country 

CYRIL E. GOODE 

Grouting their way across a sandy firm
ament, two inexorable starpoint-
ed discs spin meteorically . . . harsh worm-
gears brag of fuel atomized. The joint
ed steering rods keep the preceding twin 
moons in their orbit, while throughout the night 
the driver's crude songs humanize the din . . . 
with brittle stubble scuffing from the bright 
red comet-tail exhaust. The constella
tions of live stumps bounce him and springback shoots 
sting, but day comes. Tired out and with all pa
tience fled he shouts: "There's less ground than damn roots!' 
then steers through the dustbow as heat comes ramp
ing from the breakaways by the iron camp. 
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Our Trailer — On Homo Australiensis 

N O-ONE, any longer, expects all real Australians 
to look something like a Jindyworabak bunyip— 

but how do Australians think of themselves nowa
days? 

The question is important, because it conditions 
what we expect from our own writers; but the first, 
discouraging reply is that most Australians can't 
expect anything at all from their own writers, since 
they don't read them. At a time when writers such 
as Randolph Stow, Patrick White, Dymphana Cusack 
and Martin Boyd receive a good deal of attention 
overseas, by professional critics anyway, at home our 
literature remains in many ways a siu-face affair: 
even our "realist" writers and warm-hearted pro
letarians don't disaffect the public appetite from tele
vision films, weekend newspapers and American pic
ture shows. It is this that makes a nationalistic 
approach to Australian writing not presumptuous so 
much as pathetically funny, for one can hardly go 
on defining Australian literature in terms of a na
tional tradition when most Australians are indifferent 
as to whether or not either e.xists. Somehow the 
Women's Weekly (with a circulation of three-quarters 
of a million) has become more a part of our way 
of life than the values of the Bulletin, oppressive 
though this thought undoubtedly is. Dr. Taft, in 
his article on page 21 of this issue, describes the 
attitudes which it would be realistic to think of as 
the ideals of our present-day society. 

The value of creative writing is that it widens 
our understanding of ourselves, broadens our imag
ination and capability for sympathy—it makes us 
less parochial and more human. This, surely, is 
what many people find refreshing in Patrick White's 
writing: a feeling for spiritual qualities and the 
attempt to show tis greater values lying behind the 
social Austrahan ones. Yet a critic of Voss, typical 
of many at the time when that book was being so 
much reviewed and discussed, complained that the 
book must be considered a failure because it does 
not try to show Australians in the way in which they 
are accustomed to seeing themselves: 

"It is . . . a question of how Australians see 
themselves and whether they can see themselves as 
Johann Ulrich Voss. . . . 

"And this, it seems to me, is why Patrick White 
has not succeeded for Australians—^because he is 
exploring, in an Australian environment, a mind, a 

way of thinking that is foreign territory to most 
Australians. It is a mad world—one in which all 
the familiar .signposts are standing, but are all 
pointing in the wrong directions, towards no land 
of experience that we can recognise as our own. 
And that is why, in the end (although reluctantly, 
because there is power in White's writing if not 
conviction) my vote is with the local majority."* 

And the same critics seriously expect us to recog
nise ourselves in the cartoon—figures in Katharine 
Susannah Prichard's Working Bullocks—Katharine 
Prichard has long been regarded as a particularly 
Australian vmter—yet it would be strange (perhaps 
of interest to anthropologists) if characters, who 
scarcely convince us as being plausible human-
beings, should still manage to be recognisable Aus
tralians. (This may seem a little spiteful towards 
Katharine Prichard, but she has been boosted largely 
as a result of her originally affrontive patriotism 
and assertive Australian-ness: more than once she 
has been compared, to her advantage, with D. H. 
Lawrence, an indication of the double standards 
which are the end of so much Australian criticism). 
Writers cannot expunge the fact of their nationality: 
this is a case in which the denial, the revolt, ought 
to be as revealing to us as acceptance. 

Of course there are also those people, never more 
than expatriate EngHshmen at heart, who refuse, with 
a contempt founded on ignorance, to acknowledge 
the value of anything Australian, especially anything 
belonging to Australia's past.—Which is parochial
ism of another sort. 

We must expect, if our writers are to mean any
thing to vis, that they will look steadily and hon
estly at the realities of our lives as they see them 
and not simply seek to reflect our idealized self-
concepts: this might well provide as many nasty 
shocks for our sentimental left as for the decayed 
"ruling-classes" which play the culprit's part in so 
much of our so democratic literature. 

Tlien we might well manage to establish a sig
nificant body of contemporary writing, which will 
be, if not an Australian "myth", at least a part of 
otir way of understanding ourselves and evaluating 
our lives, as individuals and as a nation; in short, 
a part of our humanity. 

"Overland 12, p. 39. 
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The Baker's Wife 

Two glorious nights were ours, and ours alone, 
Two memories that no one else can have. 
Just twice, the world was ours, and we the world. . . . 
Do you remember once, when walking home 
From dancing at a woolshed dance all night, 
We climbed the low. red hill behind the to\\ n 
And on a bed of crackling candle-bark. 
We lay, and rolled and laughed? (for none were there 
To hear our merry words of new-found love) 
How, perched upon a smooth old granite tor. 
We watched the M'orld at dawn—your world and mine, 
Then wandered home toward the rising sun? 

Do you recall, as I still do, the mad 
Hot summer night at Walwa, and the lane 
That stretched beyond your home down to the creek? 
We sat and leaned against a big red-gum 
With twisted roots, and little beetles buzzed 
And whirred in heavy scent of ghost-white bloom. 
Remember too, (I always will) the plans 
We made for that far distant happy da\' 
When I'd return at last from city work, 
And you would still be waiting there for me. 

II. 

And then you married Harry—carried off 
By promise of security and wealth; 
But did he ever know a love like mine? 
Or did he, on a hillside, lie with you 
And watch the wheatland slowly turn to gold 
At sunrise, where the country meets the to\vn? 
What of our plans, and where now is our love? 
What chance now for a dreamer without wealth? 
You do not need to tell me what 1 ask; 
The lingering clasp of your brown, work-stained hand. 
And moist, grey eyes belying your gay laugh 
Have told me all I ever want to know. 
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You did not say one word, but yet I know-
No power on this earth would make you turn 
Away from marriage vows, and loveless life. 
For you were always faithful to your church. 
And yet I loved you more, for standing there 
Behind your counter, midst the crusty smell 
Of fresh-baked bread, and doling out the loaves 
To mailmen and housewives, you smiled again; 
I knew then, that your love was still for me, 
But you would always be the baker's wife. 

JOHN MEREDITH 

The Lost Word 
The lost word . . . the lost word: 
Will they always be speechless who never had 
A voice articulate ? But they wait to speak 
Through us. Brumby Jones, the illiterate stockman, 
Eric the station manager, and his wife, Moana. 
They wait for us to make their voices heard. 

Moana by the long lagoon waits, her voice the cackle 
Of the wildfowl, as primitive, strident, self-satisfied. 
Moana waits. Will they wait for us forever, 
Till the Consuelo fills, dries, runs low, fills again. 
And washes down a million tons of sand 
To cover their voices? 

They wait by the edge of the quicksand 
For you and I Ted Robertson, to save their voices 
From drowning. They wait, but we work. 
We work and we write . . . to save our own voices. 
Because they are mixed with the thoughts and the words 
Of Brumby Jones, Eric and Moana, and the old gardener. 

Who once gave us a head of lettuce out of the station garden 
And Brumby Jones probably told Eric and Moana, 
And they probably told the old gardener 
Not to waste vegetables fresh vegetables 
On fencing labour. But they wait for us to write the word, 
That has a place in history. The lost word, the lost word. 

MERV. LILLEY 
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The Face Behind the Whip 
Mike O'Leary 

HE stood on a trestle that had dried cement 
stuck to it like a furry grey growth. Tall 

gum-trees stood in awe around the little sun
drenched clearing, with the roots scattered 
around over its surface, and the man and his 
half-built house in the centre. 

The man stepped sideways off the trestle, 
beat off a fiy from his deep-red neck, and 
allowed his eyes a squinting inspection of 
his work. Then he walked around the side 
of the house, arms dangling limply at his 
sides, to where his wife clinked dishes in a 
basin in the tiny completed part of the house. 

"It's too hot out there," his wife said. The 
man didn't answer her. 

"That hat's no good. Put the army hat on." 
"O.K.," said the man sitting down weightily 

on one of the wooden kitchen chairs. Tiredly, 
he lifted some old papers out of a cardboard 
box by his side, found a bulging exercise-
book with a pencil stuck in it, and began to 
do some figuring. 

"I'm not going to get that bit finished this 
month. I can't see how I can." 

His wife walked over to the doorway and 
pulled the flydoor more firmly in place. "Well, 
don't go doing too much, that's all I say." 

"Sick of the sight of bloody bricks." 
"I know. Thank God it's not for ever. 

Eric, can't you get another job? Something 
different from handling bricks all week?" 

"Get a better price on my bricks while I'm 
at the brickworks, you know that." He took 
out a packet of tobacco, and his chipped, 
stubby fingers massaged the fibres and paper 
into a cigarette. He lit it and sucked the blue 
smoke deep down into his lungs. 

"I might go and see Clem Philips about the 
loan of ten quid. Then I could finish the 
corner bit, and get a good start on the side 
wall." 
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"There's a cup of coffee if you want it," 
said his wife, wiping her hands in her apron. 
A piece of hair slid over her forehead, and 
she pushed it back in place. 

"Yeh, all right. Where's Charlie, anyway?" 
"Over at the Muller's place. Playing with 

their kids. He told you he was going." 
Her husband rubbed his eyes with his fin

gers: 'Did he? I don't remember." 
» « « * 

The side of the house grew very hot in the 
afternoon; it was as though it were being 
built on top of a well-fired stove. The bricks 
on the ground behind him, jumbled, leaning, 
half-buried in the harsh-white sand, burned 
his hand when he picked them up. 

The flies chased around his face and neck, 
and every now and then he blew at them, 
but they stuck fast. Bricks. Lean down, 
pick one up, look at it to see that it's good 
enough. Chip the corner off, maybe. And 
mortar, cloggy-smelling and sloppy. Lay it 
on like thick grey mud. Brick upon brick. 
Brick upon brick upon brick. 

A lot of bricks go into a house. Hard to 
get, too. Like butter at the Camp; no, they 
were a whole lot easier than that, but it hurt 
just the same. Heaving bricks, catching them, 
stacking them for five days a week so that 
there was money enough to buy more bricks 
to build a house. 

And he felt alone. Years ago, in that half-
life half-death existence of the Concentration 
Camp, he had kept a tiny hope that was like 
a frail yellow flower striving to live in an 
endless grey waste. Whatever you do after 
this, he had said to himself again, and again, 
and again, you must not do alone; and you 
must live like a silly butterfly, using each 
second that is left you happily, easily, not 
thinking of tomorrow. 

But it hadn't been like that. Ever since 
he had become free and had returned home, 
he had been more a prisoner than ever. One 
thought ruled all others: what will happen 
tomorrow? Save for it, build for it. Don't 

waste a thmg, for tomorrow you may be 
without again. Memories and fears of the 
Camp's great schooling had eaten into his 
mind like cruel acid. You must slave for 
yourself and your ovm, said his mind. Brick 
upon brick you must make your ovra security. 

And so now he lived in a world domin
ated by the house. A world in which friendly 
voices, Charhe's voice and his wife's echoed 
distantly as in a huge, endless dream. When 
did he last play with young Charlie? Or 
throw aside his trowel and go down to the 
local pictures with his wife? Was it five 
thousand bricks ago, or ten? 

As his reddened hands groped for each 
brick, tired thoughts ran hysterically through 
his heated mind. The sun stood over him 
and flailed him with his whip. You great 
swine, Zeiss, he swore to himself. Then he 
paused: how crazy! That man's name com
ing to him after all this time. Zeiss, the 
gloating murderer with the whip. 

Zeiss, up there, towering above him like 
the sun. Yes he remembered. Waiting for 
him to stop for a second, watching for a 
falter in the rhythm of his work. Then the 
lash would shriek down upon him, cutting 
through his thin smock. And the fiendish 
grin that was on the face behind the whip! 

Well, you shan't catch me this time, he 
thought. Keep going; next brick, and the one 
after that, until they're all finished. I'll finish 
this place and then you can't touch me, you 

swme. 
But you watch the good workers well, 

don't you? Leave the sick ones for the others 
to smash and maim. You're cleverer than 
they are, you get more out of watching the 
strong break. Pounding, pounding, never 
letting up until even the greatest stagger. 
Then you lay it on, Zeiss, you make them 
struggle on a few more paces until they 
weaken. Again. Your eyes catch fire with 
the insanity that is behind them, and you 
know it is the beginning of the end then, 
don't you? Lash, lash, lash until there isn't 
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a quiver of life. Then another game. Well 
you can gloat over me, you brute, but I'll 
be the last to give. The last! 

Brick after brick. While I'm working I'm 
safe. Oh, God, where's that brick? Come 
here you, burn my fingers all you like, but I 
must get you up there. All the time he is 
watching me! 

You shan't have me! Zeiss, don't crush me 
into ashes like the rest. I'll work harder. 
Just let me rest, just for a moment. 

You swine! You're slashing my neck, my 
head. I can't stand this any longer. I can't 
find another brick, they're all gone. Look! 
See how I'm groping in this hot pitch for a 
1)1 ick. But there isn't one there, Zeiss. 

I'll bury my hands into the heat there may 
be a brick there. Look! Yes, look. I MUST 
find a brick, just one more brick. Then he'll 
stop slashing at my head. 

Got one! God, I can feel it. Thank you, 
God! Oh, thank you. Now quick, put it up. 
Hurry, he's still beating. Reach, reach. No, 
it's no good, I can't. 

I'm done. All those voices roaring at me, 
howling at me. And the whips are cutting 
my neck, my arms, my head. 

Try once more. One more go, just one 
last effort! Get up, climb up—claw up if you 
have to. GET UP TO THE TOP OF THAI 
WALL. And get that brick in place. Stretch. 
Oh, why can't I reach it? I did before. Oh, 
God in Heaven, . . . . I'm falling back. 

Zeiss, don't hit me so hard, I've GOT the 
brick. I'll put it up there; I'll get it up there 
somehow. Only I can't get up very well. All 
those guards around me. Grey, stretching up 
to the sky. I'm finished, yes I know. 

I'll crawl away from them. They all did 
that in the end. Never got very far, but it's 
better than nothing. Move, go on, move! 

Yes, they're waiting for that, the swine. 
And Zeiss more than the rest. Cut me to 
slivers as I crawl, won't you? But I might 
make it, you never know. Keep going, you 
may reach the gate. They're laughing at me. 

and hurting me. Oh, how my head hurts. 
But the gate is getting closer. It is getting 
closer 

And it's green out there, green and cool, 
and wild and free. With beautiful breezes 
and soft spring grasses. Get to the gate; if 
only I can! But they're hitting harder now, 
and crowding in, and I can't seem to move 
so well. 

Their shouting, arid the noise of their boots 
and their whips THE GATE ! I'm 
there, but the wire is fine against my fingers 
and it won't give. Bang it then, beat it! Every 
time I beat it, they beat me more! They're 
going to finish now. . . . Finish now 

« * tt (t 

His wife walked out on to the growing 
couch-lawn. Dry-eyed, she stared away from 
the brick walling of the house, and wiped her 
hands, wiped them ceaselessly in her apron. 
Then she walked weakly to the spot where 
her husband had been working, and stared 
over the clutched white sand to the brick
work, where the last dozen or so bricks jutted 
out from the side at odd angles, like craz)' 
stonework. Some bricks were without mor
tar, a few had heaps of it squashed beneath 
them, and the moisture from these few 
trickled down the hot wall to be evaporated 
a foot or so down by the blazing sun. 

On her way back into the house, she picked 
up a single brick that lay almost exactly half
way between the kitchen fiydoor and the new 
brickwork. She carried it with her and 
placed it by the flydoor. 

Inside the room, darkened because the 
blinds were down over the windows, her hus
band lay on a couch. His heavy lurching 
breathing filled the room. Little Charlie 
would be at the doctor's now, it wouldn't be 
too long 

She took a damp towel from her husband's 
head, soaked it in cold water, then replaced 
it on his forehead. 

"It was too hot out there for you," she said 
softly to the unhearing man. 
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Book 
Reviews 

An Elizabethan 

in Australia 

ALWAYS MORNING 
Cyril Pearl 

(Cheshire's, 40/-) 

I .N undertaking a biography of 
this Uttle-known \'ictorian poet 

and playwright, Cyril Pearl ha.s 
approached his subject matter with 
something of a pioneer spirit. 
However, one senses the author's 
awareness of the restriction 
brought about by the lack of pre
vious critical material on Home 
as I a' guide. Consequently the 
boolc suffers at times from Pearl's 
reticence in offering constructive 
and detailed criticism on Home's 
vast literary output. 

Despite this, the biography is 
a conscientious, balanced and 
scrupulously fair attempt to por
tray the life of a bizarre and 
fascinating man. It could never 
be seriously claimed that Richard 
Henry Home was either a great 
man or a great writer, but Pearl's 
careful compilation of unusual and 
fragmentary detail has produced a 
fully rounded picture of the "last 
of the Elizabethans" that should 
lure even the most casual reader 
to investigate further. 

Pearl traces Home's vigorous 
career with enviable detail. Bom 
in 1802, Home's colourful life was 
far from restricted to writing. As 
a young man he served in the 
Mexican Navy (although Pearl 
tells us that Home, writing later 
of his naval experiences, had 
"much more to say about gas
tronomy than strategy"), was an 
ardent social refomier, conducting 
social surveys in England and Ire
land, and was among other things, 
a gold commissioner and magis
trate in Australia. 

Home's constant inquiring na
ture fortunately enables Pearl to 
cover a wide range of historical, 
literary, social and economic topics. 
For instance. Pearl gives a vivid 
account of the sufferings of men, 
women and children in the mines 
and factories, and in the Irish 
famine: 

"The winter of 1846 was 
very severe. Men and women 
sat beside their decaying 
plants, weeping and praying. 
They died in tliousands from 
starvation, dysentery and 
famine fever. Scarcely living 
skeletons shambled along the 
road, speechless with cold and 
hunger. Corpses lay unattend
ed on roads and doorsteps. 
Young girls smashed windows, 
hoping to be sent to gaol and 
fed. . . . ." 

And Home's acquaintanceships 
widi such writers as Dickens, 
Thackeray, Meredith, Browning, 
Elizabeth Barrett and Charlotte 
Bronte, gives Pearl the opportun
ity to uncover some fascinating 
personal anecdotes which more 
serious biographers often tend to 
omit: 

"Mrs. Dickens was a clum
sy hostess; years afterwards. 
Home told Bernard Shaw how 
her bracelets would sometimes 
slide off her arms into the cup, 
while Dickens 'threw himself 
back into the chair, laughing 
uproariously'." 

Home is known to the modern 
reader mainly by a single poem in 
The Oxford Book of English 
Verse, although his output as poet, 
playwright and joumahst was con
siderable. Pearl makes no attempt 
to excuse the incredibly bad poetry 
that Home frequently wrote, but 
his selection of Home's more 
serious work gives a balanced 
view of the "erratic poet". Home's 
dialogue—The Sea and the Tele-
giaph (inspired by the laying of 
the first cable under the English 
Channel in 1850)—reveals him as 
a poet keenly interested in the 
scientific progress of his age, and 
able to express the conflict caused 
by the intrusion of science into 
the age-old accepted order, in 
compelling verse: 
"Seek not by science to disturb 

the law 
Which framed humanity, and 

meted out 
Its time and space. . . . 
Bvit science is also man's des

tiny. 
Whereby 'tis granted to his work

ing brain. 
To change his old relations with 

the law 
Of space and time. . . . 
The ebbing and the flowing of 

the life 
Of man's progressive mind, per

chance may lead 
To some superior state, while I 

remain 
Slumbering beneath the stars. 

>» 

On the issue that Home's 
achievements were never quite 
equal to his aims. Pearl is full of 
humour. However his humour, 
though deceptively mild, is suffi
ciently barbed to stress those 
weaknesses that possibly stood be
tween Home and a more lasting 
recognition. On Home's tendency 
to rewrite others' work instead of 
creating his own, Pearl remarks 
"With sufiRcient encouragement, 
Home might have rewritten the 
entire corpus of Elizabethan 
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drama", and on Home's explana
tion that "like Goethe, he wrote 
his tragedies in blood". Pearl 
wryly comments "Perhaps London 
producers would have preferred 
ink". 

Generally speaking. Pearl shows 
the same justice and good hum
our as a critic of Home that 
Thackeray once attributed to 
Home as a critic. However, he 
is unusually reticent in giving 
any concrete criticism of even 
Home's better-known work, and 
instead relies copiously on the 
opinions of critics of Home's own 
time. Obviously the book is not 
intended to be scholarly, but a 
finer balance between Hterary 
criticism and Pearl's evident gift 
for amassing colourful and infor
mative detail might have secured 
the author a vwder group of 
readers. 

What Pearl does do, however, 
is to stress repeatedly how much 
better Home would have been 
had he concentrated more on des
criptive writing, for which he had 
a definite flair. In his reports on 
conditions in English mines and 
factories, on the Irish famine, and 
in his more detached Digger's 
Diary reports for Dickens' jour
nal. Household Words, Home 
writes with a conviction and fer
vour stemming from his intense 
curiosity of the actuality of life. 
For example, his descriptions of 
diggers and Melbourne's early 
days give us, in Pearl's words, 
"an unrivalled picture of the 
crazy days of the gold msh". He 
describes two miners in a drunken 
brawl: 

"The weight and stmggle 
soon took them down, so that 
absolutely nothing was seen of 
the men except four muddy 
arms with slush-dripping fists 
rising and falBng and continu
ing the fight while the contest
ants were being suffocated 
below. Crowds of diggers with 
lighted boughs of the red-gum 

tree stood on each side of tire 
bog, shouting and applauding. 
The bodies at length were 
hauled out—scraped down— 
and brought to life with some 
difficulty." 

Home was by nature basically 
a practical man, and Pearl is keen
ly interested in the frequent con
flict between the practical and 
poetic sides of the man. 

The biography has some inter
esting sections on the early 
struggle to establish a literary 
movement in Australia. Home 
contributed to this movement with 
the production of two of his plays 
(his rewritten versions of An 
Honest Man's Fortune and The 
Duchess of Malfi), and to a lesser 
degree by the small amount of 
poetry he wrote with an attempt
ed Australian slant. 

However, since he was never 
able to fully adapt himself to 
colonial Hfe, his debt to Australian 
writing is more in the form of 
encouragement to younger writers 
than by his own literary contribu
tion. Unfortunately, Pearl dis
cusses only briefly Home's "Liter
ary salon" in Bourke Street, Mel
bourne, at which "he accepted, 
without reluctance, the role of 
literary oracle", and which includ
ed such young recmits as Henry 
Kendall, Adam Lindsay Gordon 
and Marcus Clarke. One would 
have liked a more specific account 
of the manner and degree to 
which Home helped these young 
Austrahan writers. 

ROSS HAIG 

Splunge 
MAN IN A LANDSCAPE 

Colin Thiele 
(Rigby, 17/6) 

THE poems in CoHn Thiele's 
latest collection appear to fall 

into three overlapping but discrim-
inable genres—^the romantic, the 

Apollonian contemplative or satir
ic, and the narrative. 

In the romantic, Mr. Thiele's 
technique comes so close to being 
competent, and his ear for poetry 
so industriously but transparently 
feigned, that it is hard to describe 
it briefly, except by saying what it 
positively is not. Mr. Thiele's 
poems do not rock our ears with 
motion or swamp our eyes with 
light, nor do they, at a different 
level, strike up a hallucinatory 
ringing in the conceptual spheres. 
Thus the fascination of image 
cadenzas and concept improvisa
tions seems to be unavailable to 
the turgid, thick-rimmed cells of 
his poetic imagination, and the 
poems seem more a parasol of 
violent verbs lowered over a 
vague and strugghng sense of a 
situation instinct with movement 
and life. He suffers particularly 
from a meagre fund of motion 
words, and instead of utilising the 
brilliant association, the freight
ed metaphor, he often has to re
sort to an "extensive" deployment 
of verbs and adjectives to convey 
his impression of the physiog
nomic quality of his perception. 

"Its upsweeping lunge, the arch 
and the fall. 

The wonder and thunder, the 
seething and shock. 

The coiling, the curve, the roar 
and the fling . . . .". 

He also, as you see, has a weak
ness for trying to make every 
perception yield every conceivable 
facet, and naturally he fails— 
like an unimaginative Rousseau 
with a spray gun and a viscous 
house paint. 

To crudify it, his system in his 
romantic or near-romantic poems 
appears to be this: A single vision 
generates verses of sequential des
criptive, not usually situational, 
dramatic or polemical, elabora
tions, until the poet reaches a 
point where he feels that the ex
perience has been communicated 
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in sufficient amplitude, if not 
precision. He then relates all to 
that "I" which should be the 
spring of poetic inspiration but 
not its ocean, and we find our
selves tied up with the personal
ised particular, the human, die 
frail, rather than with the trans
cendental, the universal, even if 
it is embodied in the personal. 

The second genre is the least 
clearcut of the three. I call it 
the Apollonian contemplative or 
satiric. This form requires the 
partial renunciation of tire emo
tional attitude. At its worst with 
Mr. Thiele it becomes vapid 
mouthings of bitter-sweet, semi-
homiletic get-ups concerned with 
important issues like the compari
son between a bird's wise song 
outside a classroom and the 
teacher's dull drone within, the 
implications (one) of soaring ar
chitecture for our shuttered lives, 
traffic and factoi\' noises in a city 
and so on. 

Rather better than this are his 
satiric poems, v\')iich occasionally 
come off, largely due to a heavy 
but honest natural wit. The 
effect of these is usually concen
trated in the list fine, tlie punch 
fine, but one wonders sometimes 
if the pedestrian edifice is justi
fied by the summit. 

At its best this genre is digni
fied, cool, articulated and some
times formal. Tlie manneredness 
is allowed to take over in some 
poems: 

"O rare Festival! 
Swan and poet so addressed 

together 
That each is loth 
To break the tremulous mea

sure— 
Poetr.' vibrant in them both." 

But in tlie best poems the loft\ 
sentiment and phraseology are 
subordinated to the theme and 
endow it with tension, as in the 
fine "Mountain Funeral", which 
concludes: 

"What make of man was he to 
summon 

Cold of death for one death's 
sake, 

So much a part of earth and 
season 

That trees bum snow to keep 
his wake." 

The meditative and metaphysi
cal component is almost always 
neghgible. The closest he ever 
seems to get is to produce a line 
or two of personal eschatology 
which he tacks onto the end of 
the poem if its major tone is other 
than surgently joyous and its con
tent other than narrative. Thus, 
an observant trilobite 

"Through my perishable flesh 
Perceives the stnicture of the 

bone." 
Watching a burial in a city grave
yard reahses in the last line: 

"But I there tomorrow 
morning." 

At the end of a poem written on 
his father's funeral says, ominous-

ly:^_ 
"Yet here in the dusk of my 

own escaping day 
I strangely sense the terrible 

mystery 
Of Man and God." 

Vow, at last, with the narra
tive genre tliis review unbeetles 
its brow and breaks open a .•;:na]l 
cask of cheer. 

It is sad that the author of 
"Burke and Wills" has not in
cluded more narrative poetry in 
this collection, because here, 
certainl>, his length Hes. Prin. 
cipally thi.s is so because the nar
rative form provides its own 
structure (therefore, of course, its 
own variation), and in it the 
dramatic succession of real events 
is substituted for the false drama 
of suddenly re-angling the des
criptive focus that is characteristic 
of the other two styles. 

The extended conceit, though 
essentially descriptive, serves the 
purpose of the dramatic form by 
forcing Mr. Thiele to produce ^oal 

differences in the subject. Each 
verse begins with the title words 
and in "Bert Schultz" the sub
ject's qualities are expressed large
ly in terms of the topography of 
his native land; he is Australia 
become myth: 

"Bert Schultz knows something 
of tractor oils and simips, 

Sheep dogs and petrol pumps 
And an occasional punch to 

the chin. 
But when he laughs like a 

shaking mountain. 
Or gullies his face boldly with 

a grin, 
He opens suddenly and lets 

you in." 

The same reiterative stjie is em
ployed for "Tom Farley," but here 
dramatic movement is achieved 
through the restatement of the 
theme in inverted form through 
a little fantasy. 

Both these poems are effectiv.;, 
seriously and humorously worked 
out, sincere but restrained and 
unsentimental. And both, espe
cially "Bert Schultz", are the 
clearest expressions in the boo); 
of Mr. Thiele's attitude towards 
his poetry and its subjects—Aus-
trali:i and tbe Aussie. He feels 
part of the continent, moulded by 
its contours, sustained by its 
rugged power. He loves it in his 
bones. It is when he says this, 
indirectly but without evasion, 
that he succeeds. 

It is, too, the area in which I 
feel his best development lies, and 
we look forward to pimgent, mus
cular verse plays and commen
taries. 

I would like to conclude with a 
humble offering. It seems to me 
that instead of struggling with 
lists of grossly visceral or ballis
tic words, a single word which 
expressed intensively all the sen
sible experiences of the human 
body would be desirable. I think 
I know of one. May I heartily 
recommend "Splunge". 

MALCOLM LEVENE 
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Sex and a Noble 

Speech 

POEMS 
A. D. Hope 

(Handsh Hamilton, 18/9) 

AT last we have a chance to see 
what A. D. Hope's poetry is 

uKe. His work is meagrely repre
sented in anthologies, though no 
Australian poet now writing excels 
him in clarity of expression or 
command of poetic form. The 
reason is that much of it is barely 
printable. Pornography has al
ways been eminently printable, 
and no reasonable objections have 
been made to the publication of 
scientific works about sexual be
haviour. But serious lyric poetry 
on the subject is very strong meat 
indeed, and this is the main con
tent of the book. 

An example is "Pasiphae", 
which describes the coupling of a 
bull and the wife of Minos, and 
the conception of the Minotaur. 
The dieme, the significance of the 
sexual act, recurs often in Hope's 
poems, and in the best of them 
is very rewarding; but "Pasiphae" 
reveals the fault of his work in 
general, his predilection for irrele
vantly accurate representations of 
sensual impression. This is a by
product of the art whch produces 
the perfect lucidity of the poems, 
but it is often no more than dis
tracting, or, as here, violently ec-
plectic. On occasion, this sensual 
wit takes over the whole poem: 
"The Coasts of Cerigo", and at 
its best does no more than pre
sent a tableau which would not 
otherwise have seen the light of 
conscious - thought: "Totentanz", 
"Last Look", and the "Three Ro
mances". 

The second class of poems for 
which Hope is known, is the 

satires. Satire is the primitive 
form of poetry, and its subject 
is primitive, whatever pretence of 
lashing vice there may be. A 
satirist is a civilized man with an 
obsession, in the case of Juvenal, 
sex, in the case of Swift, excre
ment. A. D. Hope writes the 
other sort of satire, criticizing 
civilization from the standpoint of 
the primitive. This puts him in 
distinguished compan>-, but we 
may be sure that it is a sideline, 
lyric poetry on holiday. He criti
cizes religious, sexual and intellec 
tual conventionality, not an orig
inal choice. As he says: 

. . . from his vegetable Sunda> 
School 

emerges with the neatly maud
lin phrase 

Still one more poet to rant or 
drool 

about the Standardisation of 
the Race. 

And again in the satiric poems, 
the effort to realize perfectly in 
verse sensations which have no 
right of their own to be there, 
tends to replace any backbone of 
argument. Both "The Return 
from the Freudian Isles" and 
"The Damnation of Byron" are 
founded on moribund literar\ 
commonplaces; it is the visual 
and tactual impressions which are 
the matter of the poems. Not 
that they are not brilliantly ren
dered. 

There are, too, epistles to several 
personages: Edward Sackville to 
Venetia Digby, in the manner of 
Ovid, and to Judith from Holo-
fernes, in tihe manner, though far 
from the opinions, of Pope; in ver
sification hardly suffering by com
parison with the originals. "The 
Elegy" is a salutation to Roches
ter, and "The Dinner" might be 
called a parody of Propertius. If 
to any period, it is to the Augus-
tans, new or old, that he owes in
spiration, but his best work is 
completely original. 

In the one poem where Hope 

acknowledges his nationafity, he 
describes too die mental back
ground to this originafity. In 
"Australia", the country is charac
teristically likened to 

A woman beyond her change 
of life, a breast 

Still tender but within the 
womb is dry. 

Not a country for a Romantic; 
Yet there are some like me turn 

gladly home 
From the lush jungle of mo

dern thought, to find 
The Arabian desert of the 

human mind, 
Hoping, if still from the de

serts the prophets come. 
Such savage and scarlet as no 

green hills dare 
Springs in that waste, some 

spirit which escapes 
Tile learned doubt, the chat

ter of cultured apes 
M'hich is called civilization 

over there. 
This is one of his best-known 

poems. Others which have won 
recognition in anthologies and 
criticisms are the sexTial poems 
"Imperial Adam", "Chorale" and 
"Conquistador", and there is no 
reason to quarrel with this choice. 
The remainder witli varying de
grees of success repeat the themes 
of these three. But all are worth 
reading, for the sake of such gems 
as these: 

. . . with the mark 
Of blood upon his breast and 

on his brow. 
An unknown king, with my 

transfigured face, 
Bends your immortal bod\ to 

his delight. 
—and for the quality never ab
sent even in the worst, the quahty 
he recalls in his memorial to W. 
B. Yeats: 

To have found at last that 
noble candid speech 

In which all things worth say
ing may be said. . . . 

PETER ABBOTT 
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Convict Days 
CONVICT DAYS 

Price Waring. 
(Australasian Book Society, 

Sydney, 25/-) 

W HEN the Oxford University 
Press published a weird and 

not so wonderful selection of Aus
tralian Short Stories in 1951, in
cluded in it was a story, "John 
Price's Bar of Steel", by Price 
Warung (WilHam Astley). The 
material of this competently writ
ten story is startling and those 
readers unfamifiar with Astley's 
writing must have wondered if he 
ever used the subject of convicts 
and Transportation with greater 
penetration or to better effect. 

Anyone searching to this pur
pose for more Astle)' writing 
would have found it exceedingly 
difficult to unearth, save for a 
patchy story or two, since this 
reprint by the Australasian Book 
Society is the first for many years. 

It is difficult to know on what 
basis these thirteen stories were 
selected from Astley's four pub
lished volumes. Certainly they 
prove the point that Astley never 
wrote anything that could be 
called significant literature, and 
that he could hardly be classified, 
in the field of writing, as other 
than a clever tradesman. 

In none of these stories is Ast
ley's approach more than coni-
petentl\- journalistic. It is the 
sensational detail that attracts him, 
the ingenious plot, the trick end
ing; and the characters, subordin
ated to these effects, suffer accord
ingly. Astley himself said of his 
writing that it was "an attempt 
to describe the subjects of the sys
tem as men and women and not 
iis chattels, things, numbers". 
\\ 'hether he succeeds in this at
tempt is arguable. But it is obvi
ous that he never produces any 
outstanding characters to match 
those of that powerful and per

ceptive authoress, Barbara Bayn-
ton, who wrote at about the same 
time, and is much less well known. 
Between the two there can be 
little comparison. Baynton's short 
.story characters reveal their cre
ator's psychological insight. Ast
ley's chief characters emerge only 
as convicts or constituted author
ity. 

In his handling of these type 
characters Astley has ben praised 
for his "artistic truth" in present
ing the convicts—in all their self
ishness, their cruelty and at times, 
bestiality towards one another. 
The fact such assessors forget is 
that Astley was a Bulletin writer, 
a staunch upholder of Australian 
nationalism despite the fact that 
he was born in England and did 
not arrive in Austraha, a free im
migrant, until he was four. Like 
the other writers for the Bulletin, 
Dale\, O'Dowd, Furphy, Lawson, 
et alia, Astley resented bitterly 
"the malign influences of the old 
world" on Australia and contend
ed that "it was unreasonable to 
suppose that so large a number 
of persons of progressive race 
could be ruled by a power at a 
distance of 16,000 miles". But 
most of all, these men, particularly 
.Astley, were infuriated that Great 
Britain should sweep her gutters 
clean of the depraved and vicious 
wretches that inhabited them, and 
Hing them "on the shores of the 
new land of Australia as splendid 
colonising material". "Gntter-
brats" Astley called them on occa
sions, "whose outward appearance 
was the onh' semblance they pos-
sesse'J to humanity." Astley 
hated the Convict System in all 
its parts although he never saw it 
in full action. He regarded it as 
an insult to Australia, and rankled 
at the patronising attitude of the 
British authorities who praised it. 
He detested the upholders of the 
system and the officials who con
trolled it. But he also despised 
the convicts who unwillingly 

helped to blot the record of Aus
tralia's early settlement 

Nevertheless he was too shrewd 
a journahst not to see the poten-
tiahty of the convict-victims as a 
fulcmm for his lever against 
British ImperiaUsm. And depict
ing the convicts as victims and 
at the same time aiming his dis
like, he earned himself a repu
tation for impartiality. 

Nobody could deny that Astley 
tells a rattling good yarn. Des
pite obvious faults,obvious tech
niques and an irritating tendency 
to underUne his points in red the 
stories are vigorous and exciting, 
characterised by lively writing 
and spirited partisanship. Vicious 
criminals and sadistic officials not
withstanding the brutal details 
narrated never overwhelm with 
horror, mainly, however, because 
of Astley's inability to do more 
than incorporate the reader as an 
interested witness. 

But because the stories are not 
in the front rank artistically is no 
reason for condemning them out 
of hand. In fact, they are absorb
ing because of Astley's detailed 
knowledge of the Transportation 
Sjstcjii, a knowledge unparalleled 
by any other writer except Marcus 
Clarke. 

If not for hterar>' reasons, then 
at least for their sociological and 
historical significance, these 
stories are ijiiportant. Whether in 
the original editions Astley gave 
documentar}' verification for the 
incidents in his stories, it is im
possible to say from this pubhca-
tion. But anyone familiar with 
"For the Tenn of His Natural 
Life" will be aware that the same 
sorts of details that Astley des
cribes are fully documented by 
Clarke. 

Astley's authentic use of the 
convict era as background and 
subject for his stories earns him 
a place in the history of Australian 
writing, and for that reason the 
publishers are to be commended 
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for resurrecting them. Moreover, 
"Convict Days" graphically revives 
a side of Australia's, and Britain's, 
social history that could easily be 
forgotten in its detail by all save 
post-graduates searching the ar
chives of the Mitchell hbrary for 
crude material for theses. 

PETER ABOTOMEY 

Overland and 
Southerly 

OVERLAND, Autumn 1961, 2/6 
SOUTHERLY, No. 1, 1961, 7/6 

WHEN c. 1343 (? birth of Chau
cer) And All That comes to 

be written, the little magazines of 
the 20th Century will appear as a 
categorical GOOD THING. They 
are especially valuable in Austra
lia, where nearly all the means of 
communication are concentrated 
in a very few hands; we should 
all subscribe to at least one maga
zine, if from nothing more than 
cultural piety, although most of 
them offer pleasures other than 
this Pharisaical one. It is good 
to see new ventures, sad to see 
the old ones in trouble, as they 
often are. Meanjin is currently 
undergoing one of its financial 
crises; so is The Critic; Southerly 
did not appear at all last year 
and has just got back into print 
(although money wasn't the only 
trouble here); and Overland has, 
improbably, a Floating Fund. 

In reviewing the Autumn num
bers of Overland and Southerly, 
all I shall attempt to do is to give 
a reader a rough idea of what he 
would get for his money, with a 
few snap judgments of my own 
thrown in. Overland gives him 
54 pages for 2/6—it is intended 
to reach the working man, and 
the price has been kept down 
by using cheap paper and small 
print. Even so it seems unlikely 
that it could pay its way, and 
I would guess that it is sold be

low cost. Overland has a slogan, 
"Temper democratic, bias Austra
lian", but seems to have outgrown 
the truculence this suggests. This 
issue, at any rate, is good temper
ed, its interests are cosmopolitan, 
and its tone is not so much that 
of the early Bulletin, as the slogan 
suggests, as of a literary and aus
tral New Statesman, some of 
whose contributors are represented 
or reviewed (e.g., Raymond 
Williams, Bronowski, Arnold Wes-
ker). In fact Overland has great 
value as a Hterary and cultural 
expression of the labor movement, 
which has been almost exclusively 
political and economic for much 
of its history in Austraha. (This 
issue concludes a lively debate on 
Labor's neglect of the arts dirough 
pre-occupation with economic ob
jectives. The last reprinted an 
article by Arnold Wesker in which 
he regrets that Socialism in Eng
land, which Jaegan as a faith and 
a culture, seems to have settled for 
the telly and a new car.) 

The contents of Overland are 
listed as: Stories, Poetry, Features, 
Reviews. There are two .stories; 
one by John Morrison about life 
in the casualty ward, the key sen
tence of which is "I am here, and 
this is happening to me"; the se
cond is a warm-hearted sketch of 
an imperturbably self-sufficient old 
black feller by W. N. Scott. The 
"poetry" is a mixed bag, some of 
it smart and sexy ("O madam, 
shall I call thee whore/Or merely 
fallen maid?" or "I took away her 
maidenhead/and gave her Maid
enhair instead"), much of it is 
heavily self-involved ("I've 
sprawled my roots and branches 
like a towering gum/Into every 
crevice of the earth and air."). 
There was nothing that I could 
like very much, the most to my 
taste being Segregation. First 
Century A.D., and From Bulli 
Lookout at Night, both of which 
do what their titles suggest, and 
do it well. 

The strength of diis issue of 
Overland fies in its features. One 
of them is the last chapter of 
Raymond Wilhams' forthcoming 
book "The Long Revolution", in 
which he deplores the imbalance 
of our cultural expenditure: 
"more is spent, for example, on 
advertising a new soap and im
printing a jingle attached to it, 
than on supporting an orchestra 
or a picture gallery"—and yet it 
is our money. "The supply of ad
vertising money can only in the 
end come from us, as workers and 
buyers." Wilhams puts the case 
against the present system forcib
ly; not everyone will agree with 
the alternatives he suggests, al
though they deserve attention. 

Another New Statesman-like 
contributor is C. P. Snow, who 
discusses at length a recently 
published book. The Western In
tellectual Tradition: From Leon
ardo to Hegel by J. Bronowski and 
Bruce Mazlish, the main thesis of 
which is that "in essence all in
tellectual developments from 1450 
to 1850 take their nature from 
science. Whether they are scien
tific or not, they are inspired by 
the scientific process. Once men 
got the knack of reason—plus— 
experiment, or whatever we like 
to call it, there was no kind of 
thinking, no kind of art, even no 
kind of politics, which coidd re
main immune for long." In other 
words, science ('.? the western in
tellectual tradition. Sir Charles 
warmly endorses the thesis, al
though he queries the arrogance 
with which the authors have 
claimed science for the West, 
points out some of the traps which 
lie in the word "tradition" and 
wonders, pertinently, what hap
pens to the darker spokesmen such 
as Dr. Johnson ("a voice speak
ing for the irremediable in human 
life—-a far deeper and in many 
ways more influential voice than 
either Hobbes or Burke") in a 
tradition so defined. The review 
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is a thoughtful one, and directs 
our attention again to the problem 
of the two cultures in our midst, 
a problem which Sir Charles has 
done so much to define. Yet 
somehow the article is less than 
its promise; I think we feel that 
if we struggle to throw off the 
prejudices that have come to us 
from either of the two cultures 
and climb high above the Snow
line, we should be rewarded by a 
bracing air and a new view of 
the world below us. But in fact 
it's a bit foggy up top, and the 
view as before; (e.g., the authors 
are highly praised for showing 
"a very acute intellectual sense of 
the ironies and paradoxes of his
tory"; the example given is the 
perception that religious toleration 
and democratic independence in 
the U.S.A. are largely a product 
of Calvinist intolerance. But 
surely this little irony-of-history is 
part of the stock in trade of any 
Leaving History Student following 
a trail well blazed by Tawney 
vears ago. Its mastery requires 
jnuch less than "a very acute in
tellectual sense" etc.). 

The scoop featine is undoubted
ly that by Brian Cooper on his 
experiences in New Guinea, and 
it is worth noting that the pub
lication of an article such as this 
ALONE justifies Overland, since 
Cooper's case has not appeared in 
our daily newspapers nor in the 
official news bulletins of the 
A.B.C. (so far as I know). There 
is no big left-wing press in Aus
tralia, and this is a very serious 
deficiency in our intellectual life. 
His main charge is that "whether 
or not the Government admits it 
even to itself, its pohcy in New 
Guinea is to maintain white su
premacy as long as possible", and 
it seems to me likely that there 
is much truth in this. Certainly 
many .Australians other than 
Cooper are disturbed by the calm 
wav in which ten- and fifteen-year 
plans are made for New Guinea. 

It is probably true that such a 
period is desirable—but surely it 
is obvious that we haven't GOT 
fifteen years, and will perhaps be 
lucky to get ten. Cooper goes a 
good deal further than this: "In 
fact the people of New Guinea 
are quite capable of running their 
own affairs." The head-hunting 
etc. is not serious, and was largely 
a publicity gimmick for frighten
ing off foreigners, first dreamt up 
by a few smart chiefs 100 years 
ago, since exploited by colonials 
who want to stay where they are. 

Southerly will cost you 7/6 for 
60 pages; it is elegantly turned 
out, pleasant to handle and has a 
photograph of the editor on the 
flyleaf. It has no slogan, is "A 
Review of Australian Literature"; 
its contents are listed as Articles 
(no Features), short story, verse 
(not Poetry), and Writer and 
Reader (this is the Review Sec
tion, which is excellent within the 
limits imposed by the "short 
notice" form. The same is true 
of Overland.). Southerly is the 
organ of the English Association, 
N.S.W. Branch, and is published 
by Angus and Robertson, Ltd., 
presumably at a loss. It is strong 
where Overland is weik, weak 
where it is strong—the verse sec
tion is easily the most rewarding 
in Southerly. There is one good 
poem, I think (and one good 
poem in every issue would make 
Southerly remarkable among hter
ary magazines) by a Welshman. 
T. H. Jones, who meditates the 
images which will fill the mind 
of Rhiannon, his presumably 
Australian-bred daughter, against 
those which fill his; the poem in
directly suggests ways in which 
such images may effect the con-
•isruration of a mental landsc^ne. 
Many of the other verses are of 
interest; there is an agreeably 
macabre essay in The Sitwell 
manner by Geoffrey Lemhan on 
"Three Ancient Oddities in a 
Phantom House", an elaborately 

simple poem called "He First Sees 
His Wife SucUing Their Son" 
(this one would be more at home 
in Overland) by Eric Rolls, poems 
by Rosemary Dobson, John Blight 
and others. Most of the poems 
are relatively free of he self-
consciousness which mars those of 
Overland, and I think this is due 
to a clearer sense of the destined 
audience. Overland is aimed at 
a hypothetical Worker who is 
deeply engaged in the Social 
Struggle, but who also is passion
ately interested in man's efforts 
to understand himself and his 
situation, and hence in the arts 
as a reflection of this. Southerly 
is written by teachers of Engfish 
for teachers of Engfish. The first 
audience would be a far more 
vital one than the second if it 
existed, but it doesn't. Perhaps 
Overland will one day succeed in 
bringing it into being, and I hope 
it does. But the Enghsh teachers 
exist all right (I 'm one of them, 
so I know), and, although we may 
be narrow and incUned to pre
ciosity. We do make up a fairly 
homogeneous audience. When a 
poet addresses a poem to us, he 
knows more or less who he's talk
ing to. 

There are two short stories in 
Southerly, although only the first, 
"Sully" by Francis Stapleton, is 
listed in the contents. Sully is 
a small boy, and the story is about 
how Sully loses his innocence; in 
the last paragraph we find that 
"the loneliness and the sadness of 
existence come closing in round 
Sully. His innocence and child
ish trust in life were gone for 
ever." The story is written with 
professional sensitivity, and al
though it avoids the realist pre
mise of Overland (I 'm here; this 
is happening to me, an Overlander 
might suggest that "I'm only half 
there" would do as an alterna
tive. The second story, "Pepper
corn Rental" by Amy Witting, is 
highly intelligent, very enigmatic. 
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and I think a very good story, 
although I'm not quite sure. It 
is certainly much too good to dis
cuss briefly. 

The articles are awful; the first 
is a pains-taking and scholarly 
account of the effect that Mac-
quarie's authoritarian regime had 
on our early Uterature, and al
though the work is well done and 
intelHgently presented it seems 
just barely worth doing. It de
presses me, not for itself, but as 
a taste of things to come when 
there is a chair of Austrahan 
literature in every Austrahan uni
versity. The second is called 
'Some Serious Thoughts on the 
C.nema" and appears under a dis
tinguished name (van Abbe). But 
surely there must be some dread
ful mistake; this article is all about 
Ernest Fanshawe-Smythe and 
Ofiver Fitz-Evelyn, who consti
tute "two permanent camps of 
serious film-viewers"; one "regards 
a visit to the 'flicks' as a low-
class evening's entertainment"; 
the other "goes to flickering pri
vate views of 'art films'." These 
two rattle along in pseudo-Hveli-
ness; they find something "de-ja-
vu" (sic), they encounter "sym
bolical dramas", find that "auto
mation is invading such formerly 
patriarchal fields as the 
'office'," are impeded by constant
ly misplaced referents, and meet 
a barrage of "evers", "ever more 
widely used", "ever-growing ma
terialism", "ever-growing zeal", 
etc. We also hear about the 
" 'higher-brow' " public, and learn 
that 

(a) "E. M. Forster analysed the 
constituents of the good novel 
into two queries—What next? 
(the story element) and 
why? (the psychological ele
ment)" and 

(b) that "Film has taken the still 
slightly class-bound drama 
and, by projecting it widely, 
brought it back into immedi
ate contact with reality." 

I quote at some length not merely 
to show that I am an English 
teacher, but to make further point 
about audience. I honestly don't 
think this article could have ap
peared in the less sheltered pages 
of Overland. 

Perhaps what I have written 
about these two magazines sug
gests an article in Choice. If so, 
let me make another suggestion. 
Buy both. 

GEORGE SEDDON 

Writers and 

Toilers 
THE TRACKS WE TRAVEL 

Ed. J. Beasley 
(Australasian Book Society, 21/-) 

SiJlHE Tracks We Travel", an 
1 anthology of Austrahan short 

stories, came into being partly be
cause the Australasian Book So
ciety enjoys trade vmion support. 
Many of the stories published have 
either won or been entered for the 
Mary Gilmore Award. As such, 
the stories mainly concern work
ers in all fields of Austrahan life, 
and have a socialistic bias. In 
fact, J. Beasley, the editor, 

claims that "it is only by going 
to the fount—the Hfe of the 
people" that "the writers wiU win 
their pubhc by rediscovering that 
passionate affinity with the cause 
of those who toil which inspired 
the early (Australian) writers". 
Thus it is not surprising that the 
standard of works is uneven, for, 
despite Beasley's comment, work
ing class stories are not the sole 
foundation of good short story 
literature, nor the main reason for 
sales, as any perusal of a suburban 
newsagency will show. It is not 
the source of inspiration that 
makes a great short story, but its 
craftsmanship and the feelings and 
thoughts it arouses. 

Beasley as an editor was obvi
ously influenced by his trade 
union commitments, and as such, 
his critical taste is impaired when 
he places Lloyd Davies' "Concili
ation" alongside E. A. Gollschew-
sky's "Proudly My Son" as works 
of equal merit. That the judges 
of the Mary Gilmore Award for 
1959 suffered also from this defect 
is apparent in their joint award of 
first place to these highly dis
similar stories. 

Davies receives the accolade 
"hits hard and cleverly on a sub
ject he knows thoroughly" in the 

You MUST See 

"The Sleeping Clergyman" 
produced by Colleen Cl i f ford, played by 

St. George's College in 

THE DOLPHIN THEATRE 
JULY n t h — 15th at 8.00 

Vouchers fronn St. George's College and Student's 
Tickets fronn Guild Office, Nicholsons, Perth at 5/- . 

Proceeds to National Heart Foundation Appeal 
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stump-jumping criticism of Gavin 
Casey in the "Weekend News", 
while he is magnanimously con
descending to Gollschewsky in his 
"handles a coloured kid's big 
moment sensitively" missing the 
point completely in my opinion. 

Davies' story concerns a union 
rep. who is in cahoots with big 
business and a corrupt Arbitration 
judge. The big business interests 
want the rep. to quieten down a 
local branch's demands before 
they spread through the industry. 
At the same time he does not 
want his union fined, so in follow
ing the Arbitration Court judge's 
advice, private summonses are 
served on the branch members and 
one on the union executive. The 
men allow the executive to talk 
their way out of a fine, trusting 
their efforts in lightening the pen
alties for the branch members, 
and of course are betrayed But 
Australian workers cannot see 
their mates in strife, and a mass 
action sweeps through the indus
try. The big bosses accede to the 
original demands, the union rep. 
is discredited, and the simian 
judge seeps his finger oihly 
through yet another application 
from the Flagstone Makers' Union. 
It is obvious why this story was 
selected. 

Gollschewsky deals with a typi
cal plot in Australian literature— 
that of a lost child in the bush— 
and yet with her taste elevates it 
from cliche into valid and trans
cendental experience. A girl 
strays from a picnic and the police 
and horsemen search unsuccess
fully through the bush. In des
peration they turn to the son of 
a famous tracker, who is away 
droving, and it is in the boy's 
journey through the bush, at first 
with white men's company, then 
finally in a sohtary endeavour that 
he asserts his manhood, and shows 
that he never was a "coloured 
kid", but an individual with a sur
prising dignity in vocation. 

Davies' story gave me no feel
ing of actuahty despite his "thor
ough knowledge", whereas the 
story of the boy was described 
superbly in both its physical and 
mental elements. The first story 
is negative and has been handled 
far more cynically and/or humanly 
by American writers concerned 
with social manners. The second 
gives dignity to nature and the 
boy, lifting it from the sentimen-
tahty imphed in Casey's phrase 
"coloured kid's big moment", with 
its careful and accurate writing. 

Yet, despite the unevenness, 
good stories emerge, botli indi
vidual and industrial, for these 
stories have craft and truth. 
Others are banal in their empha
sis on the "innate truth" to be 
found in good honest labour, 
mateship, or the subvirban life, 
such as Frank Hardy's "Uncle 
Bill's Decision", Vera Deacon's 
"Mayoral Reception", and James 
Galanis' "Solidarity". That these 
concern mass meetings, trade 
union ethics, and citizen protest 
committees is also unsurprising ,. 

Perhaps the most successful in
dustrial story is Hugh Mason's 
"When You Run", for it has an 
actuahty and an excitement that 
intrigues. Concerning the voca
tional courage of foundry workers, 
the story illuminates, like Orwell's 
essay on coalmining, a world 
foreign to most people. It has 
its rough ethics, its sullen and 
passive defiance of the unsympa
thetic management, and its primi
tive initiation rites, and into this 
world comes a boy not yet hard
ened by the callousness of un
avoidable pain. His request for 
safety precautions is met con
temptuously by his foreman, who 
has been in the foundries all his 
life, and as a consummate work
man has a contempt for the in
competence of fear. Because of 
this unspoken censure, the boy 
persists in working dangerously, 
but his discretion saves him when 

a mould sphts, and another ap
prentice suffers. The climax 
comes in the moment when his 
foreman moves from the insensi-
tivity of an efficient beast to the 
broken pathos of a martyr who 
has fought for the wrong cause. 

The best story, however, is 
John Morrison's "Morning Glory", 
which has also been pubhshed in 
Overland. Though the setting is 
a poultry farm and the story con
cerns the shooting of a chicken 
thief, Morrison moves beyond the 
immediate environment into a 
dialectic on the rights of private 
property. Read as a straight 
story it fulfils the requirements of 
the short story with its suspense, 
humour and irony and its des
cription of physical and verbal 
clashes, but it is in the implicit 
question mark of the critical and 
almost unspeaking hired hand that 
one moves towards a drama of 
ideas. This, perhaps, is what 
Beasley was seeking as an editor 
—no mean documentation of in
dustry or class struggle, but the 
spirit that dignifies vocation and 
the solidarity of workers. 

In an introduction to the poetry 
of Bertolt Brecht, surely the great
est writer of the working class in 
contemporary hterature, H. R. 
Hays makes these points. Brecht 
though he "subordinates his skill 
to a puritanical didacticism . . . . 
does not submit to group stand
ards, for he felt, like any special
ist, the best judge of what he was 
doing". "Brecht's platform does 
not imply vulgarisation. He does 
not grow maudlin over an abstract 
(and wholly fictitious) concept of 
the People, nor does he expose 
injustice as if discovering it for 
the first time. He assumes the 
existence of dialectical laws and 
plays on the resulting contradic
tions with bitter humour." 

If these points had been follow
ed by editor Beasley, he may have 
made a better book. 

P. W. JEFFERY 
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